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The student newspaper of Vvorcester Polytechnic Institute 
Volume 5, Number 4 Tuesday, February 22, 19n 
Pub issue explodes 
by Rory O'Connor 
Action may be forthcoming in the Pub 
rent controversy, due to the unauthorized 
removal of $3500 of Pub monies In 
DeCember. It is apparent 'that this was 
.-moved by John Cunis, manager of 
JUXiliary operations, in payment for one 
semester's rent. 
According to 'Harry Thompson, chairman 
of the Pub board, the payment of t3500 to 
1he school • Y(as first noticed on the 
December 197'6 "Statement from DAKA, 
who does the Pub's bookkeeping. 
Thompson and Lyle Wimmergren, also of 
the Pub board, called John Curtis to verify 
the withdrawal and i1s intent. According to 
Thompson, Curtis verified the removal and 
ltlted that It was on his authority that It 
had been paid. The Pub board met to 
discuss the matter on February 16. The rent 
subcommittee, consisting of Professor 
Thomas Keil, Paul Cleary and student body 
president John Nyquist, all of the Pub 
board, met with President Hazzard that 
afternoon. 
According to Cleary, Hazzard saki he 
was not aware of the transfer and did not 
agree with the manner in which it occurred. 
A meeting has been scheduled with 
Hazzard, David Lloyd,· vice-president for 
Business Affaire, Dean of Student Affairs 
Donald P. ReutJinger and the rent sub-
commlnee for February 28. According to 
Cleary, Hazzard is anxious to reach a 
settlement that day. · · 
Work-study available 
by John Wlllsh 
Contrary to rumor, Director of Ananclal 
Aid Edgar Hesetbanh states that there are 
Wit-study jobs available for thoae on 
tlnlncialaid. It was rumored last week that, 
while there was enough money to fund 
jabl. there were no positions available. 
Helelbarth said that in the peat there had 
-.n a shortage of jobs, but since that time 
ha has met with faculty and staff to counter 
lhe problem. According to Heselbanh, they 
haw created jobs that he had not had 
available before. Currently, there is "no 
shortage of jobs, no shortage of money," 
Heselberth commented. 
Heaelbarth also said that there has been 
no trouble placing students with financial 
need in work-study situations. "Moat 
financial aid students are eligible for work-
studY jobs," he said. 
If a student wishes a job, they should 
check With the financial aid office to 
determine their eligibility. 
acuity Pen: 
A sports success story 
by P3trick P. Dunn 
This Is the first year in which women's 
basketball is a varsity sport, and, with a 
record of 7-2 as of this writing, they are 
virtually assured a w1nning season. They 
own victories over such basketball powers 
• Assumption and Brandeis and have 
IWiraged 68 points a game, while holding 
opponents to an average of only 61. But 
whatever the final won-loss record, thtt 
season has been a great succeu. It Is a 
teem with class, of which we should all be 
proud. 
The class begins with Coach Sue 
Chapman, a young woman who defies the 
lllraotype of female physical education 
inltructors. She combines solid balketbell 
-and strong rapport wrth her playert in 
the style of an AI McGuire or Digger 
Phelps, rather than a John Wooden or 
Deen Smith. She Interacts and corn-
municatea with the crowd as well as her 
~ - and the officials. The taam has 
diM, always moving the ball, finding the 
open player, usually for a lay up or short 
jump shot Arst year student Janet 
Hemmarstrom leeds all acoref., averaging 
12.5 points a game. Most of her scoring 
181Utt. from her good movement without 
lhe ball and the sharp · palling of her 
teammates. Junior gujtrd Mary Donovan is 
l'fefaging over 11 points, largely on hustle; 
lhe does drive the lane, but uauatly then 
Pillet off to Hammarstrom, sophomore 
Pat Keough (averaging nearly 10 points a 
&8mel or first year student Leslie Knepp 
lwith a 6 point average). Donovan's points 
result larAely from steals or fast breaks 
tnggered by the front court rebounding. 
The only san1or on the team, Sue Germain, 
is a11eraging a healthy 7 points a game, 
while the third of a talented trio of firat year 
studenta which promises well for the 
future, Cathy McDermott, Ia averaging over 
3 points a game and helps out with the ball 
handling. The balan<:ed scoring reflects the 
trademark of the team - togetherneaa in 
aggressive defense and disciplined offense, 
bottl well suited to a game which, like the 
pros, used a shot clock. And the players 
show as much excitement when a teem-
mate scor• or makas a good play as when 
they ae individuate do. 
Games, while played seriously and 
competently, have the atmosphere ·of 
informaHty not unlike an event at a picnic. 
Coach and paay.. respond to the crowd 
which, therefore, feels an lntegl'll pert of 
the happening. Coach Chapman even 
devised revolutionary eerty--.on training 
methods by which players were ac-
customed to hardwood floora and con.tant 
arm movement - along with the fan& (and 
other patrons of the Pub). There are no 
cheerteadet'l at the games v-t. but the pep 
band (Roman and his Legionnallw) per-
form with their unusual superlative ~e. 
And now even Nt~wspH/c coverage! 
Perhapt women's varsity batketban Is 
giving us an experience of what athletics at 
WPI can be: competitive without the war 
atmosphere. with the crowd panicipating 
rather than merely being spectatora. A 
successful season, whatever the won-lost 
record Congratulations to the coach and 
players I 
WPI Social Committee presents 
WINTER WEEKEND 
With Livingston Tayor 
Friday, March 4 9:00 p.m. Alden Hall 
Both Blanket concert style 
and seating 
Tickets go on Sale Feb. 24 
$2.00 students, $4.00 non-techies 
The $3500 is consistent with Curtis' 
ongenal per·square-foot rent proposal of 
$7000 a year, which was rejected as unfair 
and too expttnsive by the Pub board. The 
board subm1tted a counter-proposal on 
December 28. to which there has been no 
reply. The counter-proposal stated that, 
while the Pub board felt there should be no 
rent charge, they were willing to pay 2 per 
cent of the Pub's gross income for utilities 
and 3 per cent for maintenance, repair 
costs, and ·capital improvements. The 
remainder of the profit would be divided 
evenly between the school and the Social 
Committee provided the Pub maintained a 
$10,000 reserve fund. They also suggested 
~.tat any other money needed by the school 
to pay costs Incurred by Pub-related ac· 
tiVltles be removed from the college's 
general fund, so as to prevent the entire 
burden from resting on the residents of the 
dOf'ms. 
Several courses of action were 
suggested at the board meeting, but it was 
decided to wait until the sub-comminee 
could repon the outcome of the February 
28 meeting before any course would be 
decided upon . 
According to the Pub board's official 
statement, the board was under the im· 
pression that negotiations were still in 
progress over the counter·proposal at the 
time the rent was charged. No 
authorization was given by the Pub board 
for payment of the $3600. 
$18M budget approved 
WPI Trustees, who met here over the 
weekend, approved a budget for the 1977-
1978 school year of more than $18 miHion. 
This represents a nine per cent increase 
over last year's $16.5 million dollar sum. 
Most of the Increase is for fuel costs, 
although other factora are inflation and 
record high student enrollment 
One of the more important outcomes of 
the meeting was the go-ahead approval for 
the rebuilding of Boynton Hall, the ad· 
ministration building and original college 
building. The structure waa vacat8d last 
vear after twentv veers of "temporery" uae. 
The bu~ding was jacked up 10 1966 because 
the structure was sagging. This measure 
was to be used only until WPI could afford 
to rebuild. Last · year, the bu~ding was 
deemed unsafe ·and was vacated. The 
proposed opening date ia sometime •n early 
1978, according to sources. 
So far, the capital fund campaign, whose 
goal Is $18.5 million dollars, h~ reached 
$16.75 million, according to the Worcester 
Telflgrllm. The fund provides monies for 
mcreases in the endowment, new 
equipment purchases and modernization of 
facilities. 
Csthy McDermott reschRs in for rebound in Clllrk game. 
Photo by Rory O'Connor 
On Harrington design 
by Rory O'Connor 
Last week, an editorial praised the ad· 
dition of foam pads in Harrington 
Auditorium. The reason they are there is 
that the baseline to wall clearance Is only 
ten feet or so. The question that remains is, 
why are the walls so close? 
That question ~as answered by a trustee 
who was one of the consulting engineers 
when the building was constructed In 1968. 
Accordmg to him, there were two original 
constraints on the building. The first was 
that it would extend no further towards the 
quadrangle than the front of Alumni Gym. 
The next was a little more complicated. The 
rear wall of Harrington, as it stands, Ia only 
ten feet away from the HiGgins Estate 
property line, and the basement extends 
twenty feet below the grade. AI the time of 
construction, the estate was still occupied 
by Mrs. Higgins. and was to be donated at 
the time of her death, provided she did not 
change the offer. The engineers were afraid 
that, if they went too close to the property 
line and excavated, Mrs. Higgins favorite 
garden would slide into the hole created for 
the basement. Not wanting to lose the 
estate, they were forced to keep the wall 
where it IS. 
This would have simply meant that the 
basketball court would have run east•west 
instead of the present north-south, and that 
there would be essentially no seating in the 
facility. Eventually, it appears, someone 
loosened the first constraint and Harrington 
was constructed with those claustrophobic 
walls. 
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Editorials: 
Questionable action 
It seems that you can never be sure what will happen next. While 
the Pub board was waiting for a reply to their counter-proposal on Pub 
rent, to which no agreement t-ad been made, money was taken from the 
Pub's account and transferred to the school. The amount taken 
corresponaed to the rejected proposal of $7000 per year made by John 
Curtis, manager of AuxUiary Operations. When contacted, Mr. Curtis 
said that it was on his authority that payment was made. 
In our eyes, neither Curtis nor anyone else in the Administration 
has the authority to take funds which belong to an independent cor-
poration, such as the Pub. We find this to be even worse when no 
agreement has been made and when bargaining is still going on. The 
removal of Pub monies without the consent of the Pub board, the duly 
elected governing body of the corporation, for rent that was never 
agreed upon, cannot be taken by the WPI community as anything but a 
very questionable if not illegal act. At the very least, it was an act of bad 
faith. 
Since each member of the WPI student body and faculty is a 
member of the corporation, this money has been taken from our 
pockets. There is a good chance that, if this money is not returned, the 
Pub will close due to insolvency and we will lose, essentially, our 
student union. 
We feel that the only solution is to return all the money that was 
taken and resume negotiations in good faith. If this is not done, we urge 
the Pub board to seek legal recourse in the matter. We urge President 
Hazzard to look carefully at the situation and overturn Curtis' power-
play. 
The Editors 
The out to lunch press 
If by now you haven't noticed, the issue of Newspeak you're holding 
in your hot little hands is just as little but not so hot. If you want to know 
why - well, that's not so difficult, neither. It is simply a general lack of 
support from the WPI community. We are not the exclusive victims of 
this non-support, but we wish it was- as illegal as non-support of a 
divorced spouse. This newspaper does not serve to bolster our egos, 
get us credit, win friends or make us generally popular or successful. 
What it does do is take a lot more time for us than the people it serves 
seem to want to P1Jt into it. It exists as the vehicle for student voice and 
information. If you want to keep your mouth shut, fine; and if you want-
to be uninformed then we need the same kind of support you're 
demonstrating now. 
If you want to do something about it, there is a meeting of the staff 
and all interested parties tomorrow, Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the 
Newspeak office. No free beer this time, because we bought two cases 
and we're still drinking it two weeks later. 
Rest assured, though. We won't stop publishing. But you may be too 
ill to read much. 
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Letters: 
More definitions 
To the Ed1tors: 
Sincere kudos to Tom Daneels for his 
recent publication of the unabridged WPI 
d1cteonary! Good show! 
Sencerely yours, 
Noah " Good·place-to·eat?" Webster 
and 
Keith J . Harrison 71 CE 
Refer to glossary below for meaning of 
any difficult words 
SINCERE - Official occupation of Chat 
Kulust . 
~DOS - What a pigeon takes when i t 
pulls an all-nighter; a tu(i(ey takes 
nodos !So I'm told! 
PIGEON - IAccenl on second syllable) 
What the Alumne Fund Commtttee 
eKpects you to do when lifl you 
graduate 
TURKEY - Usually can be found in the 
front row of a lecture hall making hand 
signals to the professor accompanied 
by strange grunting sounds like 
" Ooooh, ooh, ooh. Kawlawnmeel" 
RECENT - Common occurrence on 
enrollment day e g. " Joe was sent to 
Stratton for a required signature, 
whereupon he was recent to Higgins 
House for the signature." 
PUBLICATION - Variant spelltng of 
PubliBation (the establishment in Riley 
basement and what transpere. 
PUB - Purveyor of Unmarketable 
!establishment more commonly 
as l-and Ollie's FoOl Village! 
WPI - We Plead Ignorant 
DICITIONARY - Primittve form of 
purifier popular wllh WPI 
(guaranteed to be collecttng dust 
Techie'a bookshelf) 
GOOD SHOW - More than 15 
voting en a WPI campus elec 
WEBSTER - Queer little town 
of Worcester where the 
pastime es thinking up short, 
names for local water bodies 
Chargoggamaug • • . • 
n - Average 10 of a ROTC 
CE - Can't ·find a· job f:ngineer, 
dtgent person who wtshes he 
the foreseght to major tn ME 
ME - Make-a mckel Engtneering 
FORESIGHT - The abihty to realize 
takmg Phystcs f~r four years 
only be a loose·tnR proposition 
for those who Intended to 
double maJOr en EEl 
EE Ex·laK Engineering 
DIFFICULT GrOUIJ of fanatiC 11Mtnlo-
MA 2050 
INDIGENT - Poor 1l1ke th1s 
Yellow journalism???? 
To the editor: 
I thought last weeks editonal on the 
Hlggms House floor was not with1n the 
accepted guidehnes of proper edttoualism. I 
feel that it reflected tints of mud slinging 
and yellow journalism and that it was more 
o f an attack on the character and 
responsibelity of the Brothers of Pht Sigma 
Kappa. I can't understand how it was 
pOSSible for Zeta Psi to be left out of the 
edilortal constdering they've had at least 
three parties to our one. What about the 
faculty functions held there such as the 
" Take Your Boss to Lunch Oay" or the 
" Middlebury Alumni Cocktail Hour" or how 
about the " Daka Christmas Party". Ac-
cording to my sources rhe Daka party also 
had a live bend and was far much rowdier 
•han the Phi Sig Penthouse Party. All of 
these functions were also "conducive to 
erafftc". 
The thing that trked me to the ma~e is just 
where are all of these functions to be held? 
What is the purpose of a floor? I've always 
l!een under the tmpression that a floor the 
seze of the Great Hall was designed to be 
used by members of the WPI Community 
and their guests, and not just something 
that takes up space. Your editonal did 
offer a solution 
If I were to continue the theme of 
JOurnalism, I'd tell you what you c 
weth your editonal. Instead I 
solution. Why not simply apply a fresh 
of wu or varnesh onto the floor so et 
used for these functions. Such as 
case en the Pub which has a floor 
mce as the Higgins House and tt 
10 much heavier traffic. tncludlng 
and dancing. With proper matn 
tnere should be no reason for not 
H1ggens House. This ts not 
whelmengly difftcult task and 
easily accomplished using the 
WPI personnel. 
Your observateon about the floor 
taken, but I feel et is beyond the 
your responsibilities to proecute 
fraternity and overlook the 
o thers. 
As an tmmedtate soluteon to the 
I suggest that until the floor su 
upgraded, that everyone usmg 
House walk on their hands so they 
worsen the condition of the floor. 
Stephen D. Prawdzik 
IFC Corner: 
Zeta Psi: Brothers 
The Brothers of Zeta Psi recently held 
electtons for new officers. Elected were 
Andy Labrecque. president; Dave Willey, 
vice·presldent; Fran Madigan, secretary; 
Tom Converse, treasurer, Marcel Jeter, 
assistant treasurer. Peter McClam, 
corresponding secretary; Dave Weiss, 
historian; Doug Barrows, sergeant-at-arms; 
Keith Perkins, social chairman; Bob 
LamoureuK, rush chairman and IFC 
tepresentative; Rich Bourgault, pledge 
tramer and house manager; and Joe 
Sisters 
The Sisters of Zeta Psi held elections on 
Wednesday, February 16. The newly 
elected President and Vice-President are 
Darlene Oktavec and Cathl Kirla, 
respectively. Barbara Murtagh Is now the 
Social Chairman, with Kathy Mckeon as 
Rush Chairman and Cathy Kerley aa PI~ 
Master. The other offices include: Sect. -
Sperber, steward Elected to the Su 
Counce! were Mark Hecker, Don 
Joe Sperber. and Mike Castonguay. 
On the Intramural scene the 
team has a 2·5 record. Recently 
their second wtn in a victory over 
Pi's B·team. The hockey team was 
out tn a hard fought contest against 
Alpha Epsilon. The bowling team is 
under .500 at this point in the season 
7 ~ ·8 ~ record. 
Barbera Murtagh; Corr. Sect. -
Kerley: Treas. - Ruth He 
Historian Candy Hallock; 
- Chris Soucy; IFC Rep. - Cathi 
Steward - Patti Heben. 
The Sisters are looking forward to a 
productive upcoming year and a busy 
ancl D Term for everyone. 
MODERN PHYSICS FILMS 
1 . Fram" of llleference 
2. nme Dilation 
Mondev. February 21.1177 
11:00 a .m and 7:00 11 m . 
Ph't'llcalecture Hell. Olin 107 
Fr•me• of R•ferenc• - 8'( mean• of 1 variety of experiment• on fremee of reference 
moving at conttent epeed or at conttant acoelaratlona. thl1 film demonttratet the 
d'-tlnctlon between an lnanlaland non-Inertial frame of reference. and the appaarence of 
flc:tloua lore .. In a non· lnartlat frame. 
Time Dll•tfon The radloaotfve decev of ooamla mu· m .. ona Ia uaad •• • " cloak" movinl 
at nearly the apeed of light. to demonetrate tha ralatlvtetlc principle whereby time appeers 
to run mora atowty when obearvad In a frame of refarence which 11 In motion with rupee! 
to the obaerver. The m .. aurement. which w .. originally performed bv 8 runo Rout In 1141 
11 created and explained by O.H. Frlaah of MIT and J .H Smith of the Unlverafty of tlllnota 
119631. 
owntown's last stand? 
by Tom Daniels 
LaSt Tuesday, February 15th, the voten 
worcester overturned a City Council 
1sa0e for the purpose of building a 
aod sports center. 38,726 citizens 
10 the polls to decide one of the most 
contested iSSlles in thl5 city's history. 
time the laat vote was cast, 53 per 
had voted "NO" to the bond issue, out 
those who had voted "YES" by 
votes. These figures, crucial though 
ate, don't tell a thousandth of the 
cln,,ific:an(:e of any vote is not which 
it is cast. but rather why it was cast. 
history of last Tuesday's diclslon 
back at least ten years. to the 
when plans for a civic center were first 
to the City Council. In case of 
you are not familiar with the 
polit!cal situation, let me offer a 
elCplanetlon. Worcester is governed 
a Plan E charter. This system of 
.....,,mAnl is different from other large 
such as Boston, in that it gives most 
the executive power to the City 
• A nine member City Council and 
member School Committee are 
were. on several occasions, accosted by 
people bearing anti civic center petitions 
outside of stores. When my mother refused 
to sig~, the woman became quite enraged, 
shoutmg, " But NOBODY wants ttl" This 
shows just how personal the whole affair 
became. 
s 
every two years. The Mayor, 
he is the President of both 
is mainly a figurehead position. 
len.R~ Mayor is elected from the ranks of the 
Council, and is usually the councnlor 
garnered the most votes. 
Not once, during this entire time, did this 
reporter hear a debate between pro and 
anti civic center forces which didn't break 
down into a name calling aesalon that 
usually ended in one side or the other 
storming out in disgust. Both sides lost 
contact with the original issue, and turned 
the campaign Into a forum for flexing their 
political muscles. Previously, I mentioned 
that Worceater had recently gone through 
a tong and drawn out bettie over property 
revaluation. In that fight, citizens groups 
fought vigorously to overturn the 
revaluation plan that had been Wdtked out 
after Judge Henry Chimellnski ordered all 
property in the city assessed at 100 per cent 
full and equal evaluation. The group which 
had filed the suit wittl Judge Chimelinski, 
led by Worcester lawyers Alan and Arthur 
Goldstein. was endlessly attacked by the 
newly formed Citizens for Political Action, 
led by Jorden Levy. This campaign, too, 
ended in massive mudslinging in the en-
suing City Council election. Mr. Levy, who 
had claimed that he had entered the 
struggle for the good of "the people," was 
elected 10 the Council, where he has since 
become the prime proponent of the binding 
referendum. 
one looks at this strange and often 
operation. it's BhSy to see why 
if any, positive action was taken on 
civic center plans until last November 
when the City Council voted, 6-3 to 
a 14.9 million dollar bond for the 
IQU'~'""m of a 10,000+ seat facility on 
ng to the Worcester 
IWI.ra&n.run~~nt Authority. Almost im-
' opposition to this action 
out of what had been e fight 
revaluation of property. 
For A Referendum Vote, the 
opposition to the publicly funded civic 
baaed their campaign on the fact 
'"* .... ,.,........, taxes in the city were already 
despite a projected lowering of 
by civic center related spending 
construction. The group launched a 
8ll1y last summer to collect enough 
to force the council to hold a 
The drive proved 
"lliCCEISsfiJI, but alleged irregularities in the 
of the petition led the City Law 
llllr1nlflnt to declare It void. Another 
was launched shortly after the 
decision, and a sufficient 
of signatures was collected to 
the vote. The City Council, mean-
had called for a referendum 
•~~~m~llllvets. but only a non-binding vote 
be used as a measure of public 
entire period was, unfortunately, 
bV both sides of the issue to blast the 
with unfounded threats and angry 
Mrs. Doris Huard, one of the 
of the Citizens For A Referendum 
was more apt to be Insulting Paul 
the Polltlcal expert who engineered 
civic center di-i'Ve, tlian discussing 
1mpact statements. Indeed, the 
tactics used by the anti civic 
were aimed at the fears and 
of the public. Claims such as "if 
civic center falls, the City can throw vou 
of vour house and sell it to pay off the 
filled the newspapers and radio talk 
Pro civic center newspaper ad· 
This reporter cannot help but wonder 
what good can ccme out of this latest 
fiasco. Opponents claim that they wished 
to h1ghten the political awareness of "the 
people." If so, why did only 41.8 per cent of 
all registered voters take part in the 
referendum? Proponents of the civic center 
now claim that "the future of downtown 
Worcester is a dead issue." If they believed 
so strongly In the city, as they had claimed 
during the campaign, why are they giving 
up by putting their tails between their legs 
and dropping out of sight? The leader of 
the Citizens For A Referendum Vote claim a 
great victory "for the people." Who ar• 
"lhe people?" This city was split almost 
equally between the two sides, with the 
difference equalling only 2 per cent of the 
whole. Does this mean that the 47 per cent 
of the registered voters who said "YES" 
have ceased to be "the people?" • 
Finally, let me come to the statement 
made by Mayor Thomas J. Early. " I'm glad 
it's behind us. Now we cen join hands and 
gat together." Who are you kidding, sir? 
Did the Mayor read the statements carried 
in the Worcester Telegram on Wednesday 
the 16th7 "Plan 'E' Is nelCtl" "McGrath (city 
Manager Frencis McGrathl get on your 
walking shoes!" Or. Carlo Masiello, a 
member of the opponent group, said there 
will be a general meeting of the group in the 
near fu1ure to discuss further action. It Is 
time, he said, to move on to bigger and 
better things." 
Truly, then, this era of petty politics in 
the "big city" of Worcester is' onlv 
beginning. During the recent campaign, 
one radio announcer was trying one day to 
draw an example of successful civic center 
operating in Springfield, Providence, and 
..--.............. showed cute · pictures of 
tncl clowns, and bore such cap· 
as " Bringing Ringling Bros. To 
,. .... .,.~lltll1111'1 " This reporter and his family 
Hartford. The woman he was talking to, an 
opponent of the plan, exclaimed, " But how 
can we compete with those big cltiea71" 
This comment perhaps best summarizes 
this reporters disgust over the recent 
proceedings. Worcester will remain dor-
mant and empty until somone out there 
finally realizes that we're living in the 
second largest city In New England, not in a 
"cow ,_town." 
mtna. 
mine 
,.,c. 
1 the 
ce of 
e~vlna 
PH,. 
apect 
1N1. 
llnol• 
!!SAVE MONEY!! 
Buy Your USED TEXTS 
at 
~ 
21 Salem Street 
Worcester, Mass. 01608 
Opp. Public Library 
Used .. !J"'ooks.Bought & Sold 
Ish Wednesdar lasses 
12:00 (noon) and 5:00 p.m. 
Janet-Earle Room 
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Ashes distributed at the Masses 
The Committees for 
next year's Spectrum 
and Cinematech 
programs are now being 
formed. All interested 
students should plan to 
be at a meeting with 
Dean Brown in the 
Student Affairs Office 
on Thursday, February 
24 at 4:00p.m. 
MOVIE: 
TilE TO RUII, 
7:30p.m. in Higgins Lab 
Rm. 109on 
Thursday, February 24 
The Electrical Engineering Dept. will hold its career planning 
sessions on Academic Planning Day, Feb. 23, in AK 117 from 
10 to 11 a.m. and 11 to ~oon. ' 1 
it. 
officers 
in the United States 
futdetails 
on bOw you can get 
• • a COOU .... D1SSlOO 
with your conege 
degree, can: · -
I 
And,,ou can Sao' "I did it", too. 
AQDY ROTC in tlWl ,mrs. 
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Cagers take w[lf..tt~ ... ,.~1"·· 1~1· .••. 
by 811/ce the big story was WPI't ability to keep the 
The WPI Engineers Jumped on the big Tufts front line from controlling the 
VISiting Jumbos from Tuftt Saturday and boards. Though being outrebounded In 
emerged w1th a hard earned ..• and well nurobers {51-381 the big caroms seemed to 
deserved 82·74 victory. A team effort was be grasped by WPI hands. The final score 
necessary against a physical Tufts team of 82·14 was achieved through the help of 
which man for man seemed to have the the Tufts coach. Complaining more than a 
edge on WPI. After an opening splurge by nagging wife he finally tumed the official 
Tufts and their 6'6" strongman Ron Woods the wrong way and was slapped with two 
opened up an eight point lead earty tn the technical fouls. The new college rule 
game the Engineers put the clamps Qn with awards two free throws for all bench T'a 
--
r= 
a series of tough defenses. With Rick thus Rick Wheeler calmly sank three of four 
Wheeler's aerials finding the mark and Bill of the gifts. Another T by Tufts' Woods Doherty & ·Wheeler on fast break vs. Tuft8. 
Bonde playing godzilla on the boards it which Jim Kelleher sunk further sealed the basket. Jim Kelleher had three blocked 
,.hoto by 
spelled a long night for the Jumbos. Helped coffin on the visitors. More clutch free sl\'ots himself adding to his fine game on Broder'Mn had to take a back 
by 81 per cent accuracy from the free throw throw sh6oting by Kevin Doherty down the the boards and a perfect five fOf five from upperc'11vren but both turned 
stripe WPI was able to head to the locker stretch and WPI had its third victor{ in its the charity ttnpe. George Fredette played u"* heedy Pft~S· Mark even 
room at intermission w1th a 35-32 lead, last five outings. Once again the Engineers• h1a usual solid game though most of it was novel waa of tellng Rick' Wheeler 
much to the dismay at'the cocky Tufts. shot superbly from the line, hitting 76 PfV not on the floOf. When he stopped picking weren't tied .. • by whipping an 
squad. The second half was no picnic for cent. The personal accolades are quarters 'from the top of the backboard at them, WPI has.- :.pair of 
the Worcesterites, thanks to the mystifY numerous. Bill Bonde ... meet to play George found time to pick up a handful of some particular talents. Never 
appearance to Tufts Daryl Brown. Brown, possesMd anarlng a team high eight rebounds. Mr. ·o· himself. Bob Stack, talents more evidef'lc:ed than 
perhaps the finest all-around guard WPI bounds, knocking away a few others. and played the game everyone has come to game. Kevin DOherty. lthe • 
has faced this year, makes his fnt lhowing swatting down two Tufts shots including expect of him collecting seven points and out nine assists hit nine of 10 
1n the game In this half. Constantty giVing an in-your-face one that Mr. Brown waa the second leading rebounder. Anelty and played masterfully at the 
rK_ev_in_Do_he_rty~ba-l-lha_nd_ling..:.,_fl_t•_B_r_ow_n_•_lao __ ..;ong;;,;' : ;,;ine:,l;;.:ly-thou..;...;:g~ht_was-~g-ol_no.;..._nea_r_t_he _ .;,;the.;,;.;f.;.;resh;;;.;;ma~n.;.;du~oiioiiifiiiMai;.;;.,rk.;...N,;.•_tOf_a_n_d_J_oh_n-'"'1 WPI offense. It is simply a 
• todoit 
in two 
l 
Six weeks Basic Camp at Fort Knox, Kentucky. 
You'll get $500 for attending a challenging camp. And. if your perfonnance is 
exceptional, you just may qualify for a two-year scholarship as you enter 
the Advanced Program. 
l 
Multiple entry/On-campus summer program. 
Enter Army ROTC durins your freshman or sophomore year with no military 
obligation. You11 find a cumculum that's flexible and exciting enough to meet your 
class schedule and academic needs. You may even consider enrolling this summer 
· in Army ROTC on campus. At the end of the summer you may fmd yourself 
eligible for the Advanced Program. 
J 
Advanced Placement 
If you are an Anny veteran or a Junior ROTC graduate, you are eligible to 
automatically enter Advanced ROTC. 
No matter how you enter 
Army ROTC, you11 experience adven-
tures in leadership. You'llleam how to 
lead through hands-on training. And 
as a cadet m the Advanced Pro- • 
gram, you'll receive $2500 
over your last two years. 
No matter whether your 
career plans are military or civilian, upon 
graduation Army ROTC provides for 
both -active duty status with a starting 
salary of over $11.300 or re· 
serve status (Active Duty for 
Training> while employed in 
the ci vi han conununity. 
Learn what it takes 
tokad. 
CaU: 752-7209 
M 
watch this court magician do 
a basketball. Then there's this 
the Engineer ~quad. R1ck 
something like that. Rtek is 
time leading scorer at WPI. 
field goals, 13 of 16 free 
points Saturday showed avt!trvCIIW~ 
Wheeler was so immense 
homoclde attempts couldn't 
By the way. 39 points 11 the 
game total in WPI history. JU 
many accolades R1cky has 
three year atint here. WPI has 
home games to complete 1hia 
Harrington Auditorium to 
vastly improved team 
Saturday (Clark) will be well 
by Bake 
Now that's more like 
miSSIOner of IM roundball 
hot contests last week .•• 
pnslng results In the big u 
AAA led by Bnan K1slel sq~•ea•~ 
IAI despite the hne 
Griffin. The I mal score of 
back and forth battle. Some 
"lough" games didn't end up 
!AI with Pete Stanton's 17 
ATO(Al 33 23. LCA IAl spu 
ROTC to wm going away, 
was tight 113·121 at the 
Rowden made certam of the 
his second half performance. 
left PKT IAI 1n the dust 
swered pta. to start the game 
up wtth a 53·15 victory. Steve 
end lzzy Colon peced the 
found its tail on fire for the 
a row. The surprisingly tough 
gave SP( 11 all it could handle 
succumbing o40-38. There 
number of other ctoM COI1iteslll-l 
whi h saw the .c:tion, m ... IW\0 
games this y .. r. ftNIIy 
LCAIBl dispoMd of 0(2) by a 
margin. DGB look on STO( Cl 
to Wtn by three. J0.27. And 
the ume margin agtinst MS. 
fOf the game thet everyone 
see last week. FIJI(CI, its 
lighter by 1ts inablhty to read 
overcame a fired up LCAI Cl 
high scoring 16-6 win. But 
citement comes this Tuesday, 
when LCA!Cl takes on the 
SP12l club. Something just hu 
that one. 
So we proceed further 
lane. Only eight teams remain 
of the original t3 at the 
second half. SPil l Will face 
contest w1th the Graham 
Cells coming up th1s week. 
for GAMIA I thts week. 
W1lson says he has some 
two undefeated 
OTHG and SAEIAI, both of 
takes on 1h1s week. 
Overall th•ngs seem to be 
well1n aU the leagues. Teams 
up wnh others close to 
strengths and some good, 
competition is evolv1ng. Let's 
continue and the ap4rit of 
ah .. e 
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Student government disappears 
Constitution violations uncovered 
by Ken M11ndile 
An investigation by NIIWSPHk has 
.-led several violations of the Student 
Body Constitution by the Student 
~~ Executive Council and several 
f1 ill committees. The violations include, 
Mil pubicizing meetings, lack of regularity 
f1 meetings, lack of recorded minut• of 
~. and failure by committees to 
JIIIOff to the Excutive Council monthly. 
f*wlpeBk's investigation has found that 
.. Executive Council has met only six 
-.lhla year. Only two of these meetings 
... publicized In NfiWI()ftk. We were 
111111 tO obtain minutet for only one 
111111ng. Thesa minutes are posted on the 
window of the Student Government Office 
an 1111 flm floor of Daniela Hall. 
-...k has found that the Committee 
fl Concerned Students haa held only one 
~ this year. The Commuters have 
1.-1 rriv three meetings. We were unable 
toftnd out how many have been conducted 
11r !hi Independents, the Student Activity 
lotrd, the Social Committee. the 
A*lmlc Commtttee, end the Internal 
llllidloce Hall Committee. 
Ardcle II of the WPI Student Body 
Conltltution stat• that · · 
Department 11too small" 
2. Each Committee shall meet 
periodically as a whole to transact its 
buainess. 
3. Each Committee shall keep a full 
record of its proceedings and report 
monthly to the Executive Council. 
6. All Committee meetings shall be open 
to the WPI Community, unleee cla.ed by a 
majority vote of the Committee. The 
community shall be notified of all meetings 
beforehand through announcement in the 
college newspaper. 
The Committee of Concerned Students 
(CCSI did announce its only meeting, 
which was held on September t6, 1978. In 
the September 21st issue of NrNSPHk a 
small article aald, "Chairman Tony Weiner 
presided over the open meeting in which 
many topics were discussed pertaining to 
corrections that could be made to impro\le 
WPI." 
In an interview by Newspeak last week. 
Chairman Weiner commented that the CCS 
"has outlived ita usefulness." He claimed 
that for the paat two or three years the CCS 
"hasn't done a damn thing" and that it 
"shouk.;l Q8 done away with." He uid that 
he has brought up his propoeal to eliminate 
Life Science changing 
byJohn Wm$/t 
Recently there ha8 been a feilling on 
-.... that student. In the Llfe Science 
Dlpenment are being pushed into aepecta 
•which they are not interetted. The a,... 
IMD which the students feel that they ere 
lllng pushed are Synthetic Biology and 
liomedicaJ Engineering. 
According to Dr. Ronald Cheetham of 
1111 lh Science department, "Biomed has 
IIIDd opportunltiet, and Synthetic Blofogy 
.. 1 bright future for the next ~ 
llltl." When approeched with the 
llllllllm that the •tudenta are feeling 
,.... Cheetham said, "We may be aubtty 
P,I.IINng but there It no conteioua effort." ~ admitted though that there Ia ~ en unintentional effort Iince the 
.......... t feels that these .,.... .,. 
~. 
The fnlln problem however may be in the 
~ of MOPs since ma.t MQPa are done h.~,.. Cheetham and Crulberg. 
are polllbly pushed towerd 
=Biology since both profeuora are 
in that area and therefore are 
... ~1 lilllrl lllthusiastlc about orolecta In that 
area. Cheetham also feels that "Synthetic 
Biology is e reaeonable theme to hold the 
program together." 
One of the Life Science depanment'a 
major problems is a lack of manpower. 
According to Cheetham, "For practical 
purposes this department doee what a 
faculty of twenty members doee, with two 
people." As far as faculty members actively 
doing project wont the Life Science 
department is lagging fat behind. For 
example, the Phyllcs and Chemistry 
departments have roughly twice • meny 
student. but have about tww'lty profeeeof'a 
actively doing project wortt verau• two for 
the Life Science department. 
Therefore, according to Or. Theodore 
Crumetg. "Until the tehool flndl two or 
three mote potltlonl student. wilt hiiY8 
little choice," aa to project wort. 
The life Science department Is going to 
push to get a new faculty member Iince in 
the lest fQUr yeara there have been no 
additions even though the number of LS 
majora haa mont than doubled. Aa Dr. 
Crulberg Mid, 'We need new faculty." 
Pub rent solution near 
by Tom D•nMI• 
AJ...Tttt Pub rent contrpvereey continued 
... Wllk. with all fndicatora pointing 
~ I settlement in the ..,.,y near 
mn_..• -..At 1 meeting held yesterdly, which 
tall-'ll• ,.. tttlnded by members of the ~t 
lllbcornmittee of the Pub Board, Pr-'dent 
George Hazzard talked over the 
"'-rui•• ~ioneble action• taken in connection 
'"' ~_P_ropoaal to charge rent to the Pub. 
·-.pqk has learned from a reliable 
IOu!Cithet a compromiM wes reached at 
!he "--ing which is "in the ballpark" of 
::- P\ib Board's original counter propoal. 
lbrc~-"1• -. llsu agreed that any excea funds ~ fron11he $3500 that wes taken from the 
a::•ac:count would be returned if the Pub 
d accepted the compromise. Although ::n details are as yet available on the new 
P • thia would seem to indicate that the 
ub will be P8Vtng considerably lesa than 
the $7000 a year proposed by John Curtis, 
manag« of Auxiliary OparadonL The 
counter propoul had stated that the Pub 
Board WQUid be willing to pey 2 per cent of 
the Pub'• greet Income for utllltiee. and 
another 3 per cent for maintainance, rapelr 
costa, and capital Improvements. ·Any 
remaining profit would have been apllt 
evenly between the school and the Social 
Committee, contingent on the Pub 
maintaining a t10,000 reeerve fund. 
Our source indicated that he fett "we are 
moving towards an amicable ,_,.utJon of 
the problem." He said that the maner is 
now back in the hends of the Pub Board, 
which will meet later in the week to vote on 
the compromise proposal. Results of this 
action, along with details of the propOied 
solution. should be released in time for next 
week's edition of Newspulc. 
... 
Is thsre more than an office? 
the CCS during two Executive CQUncil 
meetings, but no action has been taken. 
Weiner stated, "people are too 
.apathetic." "Thil is not the 80's," ... "life is 
just coasting along." "red wpe only exists 
for thou who want to get wrapped up in 
it," he remarked. (The CCS was organized 
in 1974 to help student• avotd ad-
ministrative red tape and "doubt.talk".l 
Chairman Weiner userted, "it II much 
easier to create a committee than to get rid 
of it." A camel is another race horN 
dealgned by a committee end there era 
enough camela running around this 
campus to supply all the zoos In the work!," 
said Weiner. 
The commuters have held three 
The seven per cent solution 
Photo by Mark Hecker. 
meetings this year. Two of theN meetlnga 
were publicized in NtiWS{)Mk as required by 
the constitution, but In the announc:en'*lt 
of the September 21tt meeting no time or 
location was spec:ifled. The announcement 
did say that noticee would be polled 
revealing a location. 
Commuter Representative Maryellen 
Doherty repretentt about 949 commuting 
&tudentB (43 per cent of the WPI u~ 
dergraduatesl. She told NtiW$()INik that ahe 
had held two commuter meeting~ Iince her 
election in October. 
She" said that e 'good' meeting would 
draw about thirty of the 949 commuters. 
[cont'd. on page 51 
Tuition hike announced 
by Tom DMJIM• 
In a letter to WPI parents dllted FebNary 
26th, Preeident George Hezzard announced 
a seven per cent riae in tuition. Effective as 
of TermAn, the price of a WPI education 
will jump to •3.700, up from the current 
•3,460. Room and board cotta will alao 
increase, with the expected hike being in 
the vicinity of 6 per cent, ~ing on the 
several typee of available accommodations. 
This lncreaae, which wee approved by 
the Board of Truat"' et their recent 
meeting, reflect. the "continuing in-
flationary priiiUrea which affect the pricee 
of everything the college mutt buy to 
operate." Preaident Hazzard lingled out the 
example of the skyrocketing price of oil. 
"The coat of fuel oll to heat the camput 
jumped 25 per cent February 1," he said in 
hit letter. "Much aa we regret the necaelity 
of adding to the financial burdens of our 
atudents and their famlliet, we have no 
choice if we are to maintain the quellty in 
our educational programs which we feel 
you have the right to expect." 
Preaident Hazzard also'ftated that atepe 
wiH be taken to ensure that no student will 
be denied the opportunity to complete his 
or her education because of inadequate 
funds. This goel will be met through equal 
contribution of WPI' 1 financial aid fundi. 
Ending his otherwise gloomy letter on a 
poaitive note, President Hazzard said, "Be 
IMUred that we are doing all in our power 
to keep our coeta It a minimum while 1t the 
same time eeeklng additional financial ·. 
auppon from fNery possible tource. The 
excellence of the WPI academic program 
h81 enabled us to obtain eome very sub-
stantial foundation gifta and granta In the 
face of growing competition for aveilable 
philanthropy." 
Meal tax exemption sought 
legislation has been submitted by 
Representative Barbara Gray of 
Framingham to exempt privtta and public 
Institution• of Higher Learning from the 8 
per cent Meail Tax in this ttate. The Public 
Hearing for this Bnl, House No. 1728, will be 
held before the Committee on Taxation on 
March 8th at 11:00 a.m. In Room 236 at the 
State Houte, Boston. 
Representative Gray' s office has 
estimated that the passage of this bill could 
save students up to eighty dollara per 
school year. Proponents of this legislation 
should write to The Chairmen of the 
Taxation Committee in support of House 
Bill No. 1728: 
Senator Robert McCanhy 
Representative Vincent Piro 
Ruom 235 
State House 
Buston, Massachuslltts 
02110 
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Editorials: 
Anarchy around the corner 
Some investigation by Newspeak this week has uncovered sever~ 
violations of the student body consitution. These include infrequent C)f:--
nonexistent meetings; no records of these meetings; and lack of 
publicity for these meetings. According to the student body con-
stitution, all meetings of the executive council must be announced in 
the student newspaper, as must all meetings of the various committees. 
Are there meetings being held without such announcement? It seems 
so. 
According to the student body consitution, all committees shall 
hold regular meetings and report to the executive council. Most of the 
committees have not had any meetings publicized and therefore the 
number is doubtful. Clearly, no committee, except the IFC, has had 
regular meetings. The IFC's have not been announced per the con-
stitution. They claim that there is "no need" to announce these 
meetings. Does this mean there is no need for the IFC to obey the 
student oody constitution 7 How many other committees feel the same 
lack of need? 
We as students are subject to the policies set forth by the school, 
which policies are, in part, determined by the student government. If we 
are not informed as to the actions of the student government, we enter 
here our own version of the Nixon-Watergate era. We do not believe 
that any part of the student government can disregard the student body 
constitution that was adopted by the students two years ago. Further, 
!'e cannot condone the statements of various representatives In the 
~tudent government that it should be done away with because they feel 
there are "no issues". The issue that is apparent in this whole mess is 
that of student inaction. The people in student government should seek 
to solve this problem rather than disband because of it. We realize the 
lack of support of the student body in general, but feel that the student 
government is the starting point in the push for student awareness and 
action. It is necessary to be respected to be a force for action; clearly a 
student government that does not hold or announce meetings is not 
respected in the eyes of the student body. 
The offices in student government are elected ones. It must be 
assumed that those holding such office desired to do so. 1 also believe 
that they knew ahead of time that they were not dealing with the most 
cooperative student body in the world. I cannot believe that people 
would seek office only to abolish the same office. 
We urge the student government to get off its hind quarters and 
show that there are issues, beginning with student inaction. If there is a 
constitution, .which there is, it is not meant to be ignored, which it also 
is. 
Rory J. O'Connor 
TAD 
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Letters: 
Too ~Jate? 
On Thursday at 3:66 I went to the wedge 
to give a pint of blood and surprisingly 
turned away by the attendant who told me I 
was "1oo late". I realize this was a last 
minute thing but on Tueeday and Wed-
nesday (The blood bank was in the wedge 
from Tues. thru Thurs.) I had basketball 
games at night and couldn't give blood. On 
Thursday I was busy all day studying for a 
test and In cleaa. So, this wu 
only poesible time I could give 
I find it a sad situation when, 
there is a shortage of blood, the 
are In such a hurry to stop working, 
and leave that they start ruming 
away early. The hell with theml 
Anunpu 
IFC Corner: 
AI last Monday's meeting, the twelve 
member houses of the Interfraternity 
Council elected IFC officers for 19n. They 
are: President, John Landers, Fiji; Vice 
President, Pete Gibbons, Lambda Chi; 
Treasurer, John Vestrl, and Social 
Chairman, John Goodwin, both of Theta 
Chi; Secretary, Rich Bourgauh, Zeta Pal; 
and Rush Chairman, Ken Steinhardt, 
Lambda Chi. Congratulations and good 
luck I 
Theta Chi 
by Peter J. Mulvihill 
The brothers of Epeilon Chapter of Theta 
Chi Fraternity are proud to announce the 
installation of twenty-one new bfothtrllalt 
Friday. Thla exemplar group of men 
contribut• lmmeneely In our continuing 
development. Their echlevementa and their 
arnbitlona provide new vn.tlty and new 
resources to be tllpped In the nec1111ry 
yearly regeneration of a frat.-ntty. 
The new inititatea are Harold Jacobe of 
SC811dele, NY and Stephen Puchkoff of 
New YM, NV, both junlonl, and Freshmen 
Gary Sowickl of North Hewn. CT, Mike 
TKE 
I 
Our flame of life grows stfOf'lgef with the 
initiation of fifteen new frltn and the 
Installation of new offlcera. 
The new lnitletea are: Dave Barrows, 
Dave Bowett, Vic Benson, Brian Biernacki, 
Eric Dana, BUJ Emmet, Dew Herman, Chrla 
Jennings, Kevin Nicole, Paul Normand, 
Dave Roderick, Martin Rowe, Gary 
Traverso, Jeff Ward, and Tom Welsh. 
Congratulations go oot to theM PIYChed 
guya who run the total number of fratera 
Initiated into Zet•Mu chapter to 392. The 
new officers leading th~ fine group are: 
Zeta Psi 
The Brothers of Zeta Pal are now In the 
process of conducting the second semester 
rush for new pledges. Last night we held a 
Casino Night that proved to be very ex· 
citing. We would like to remind all freah· 
men that they are invited to visit the hooae 
at 32 Dean Street. We would especially like 
1u invite all the freshman that recently 
--
Ramadei of Hamden, Ct. John 
of Newton, CT, Scott 
B•rrlngton, Rl, P•ul Dlotalevi 
CT, Joe HOMith of Middleton, 
Scangaa of lynn, MA, 
Weeport, CT. Deve Gray of 
Del Rogers and Norm Roblnlon, 
GultfOfd, CT, Gary c,.ne of Acton, 
Huggard of Bridgeport, CT. 
Sulliven of Newport, Rl, Tad 
We.hlngton, DC, Bob Woodard 
sick, Rl, Irvin Halman of ~rvmm'WIIIl 
Jim Drum of GrMt Barrington, __ "_.._, 
Jim Torrey of Farmington, CT. 
President. J.y Wetmore: VIce 
Dave Gleuon; Secretary, Phil 
Treasurer, Steve. Parent; Hlator, 
Rothchild; Pylort•. Bob Hart; 
John Furman; and Pledge Trainer, 
Schifllitl. Cong,.tulatlons to all thl 
officers and to the outgoing offlcefl. 
did a great job. 
Once again, our annual Ski 
was a great succesa, all had a tan1r..tJII:I 
un the alopa The party of the 1 
enjoyed by ell who anended. 
Elliott Rothchild, 
enrolled in February to come end 
anytime. 
We would like to congratulate all 
officers of the IFC upon their ..,.IMtu.,,;.. 
elections. We especially extend_,_.. ..... 
congratulations to Brother Rich BOIJ•-..~ 
on his election to IFC Secretary. _ .... __ 
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Energy 
Is coal the answer? 
by Mark Kttluy 
TodaY. coal-fired po~~r stations produce 
tiM hllf of the electrtctty generated and 
C0f11Unl8 over 50 per cent of the coal 
ltii)Urces In the process, they pollute the 
• and water and are of little use to the 
.-age homeowner who needs heat and 
g11 for the car as well n electricity. Thus. a 
~~ need arose for the proceaafng of 
dlln fuels from coal. 
Hla1oricaUy, during World War II the 
Glrmenl converted approximately 25,000 
10111 of coal per day to fuela 11eeded for the 
effort. where coat waa not a factor. 
The 11rge1t plant operated at extreme 
,_,. of up to 600 atm~ and , 
loaft!Md!D.I tons of coal per day. However, 
of the small. scale and high 
projactad coats, this technology ia unac-
CIIJCIIIII for our use today. 
TodiY. efforts are underway to echleYe 
1111 ecate. high capacity plan._ using 
ltiDCIIm engineering technlqu• at about 
100 ltmCJIPhere preaaure. However, one of 
dll blgglat problema facing this endoevor 
• 1lta flct that the capital COIIt (about 
per daily barrel of capeclty) is 
...... Out to this factor, and becMIM of 
thl great "risk" that Ia faced the oil 
unpsuila • well as s number of other 
, _ _.. are reluctant to lnveat In coal 
..,.llc:tillln plants. 
For m.e reasons, a number of coal 
llqulflctlon plants In the United Statea are 
1111111 acale. The lar;e.t plant hN a 
of only 6-12 tons of coal per dey 
the solvent-refined coal ~
1M tcale-up of a new proceaa is a 
venture. 
n.ne, I believe that if there is rapid 
-1111111:111 of capacity In commercial plants 
.n objectives muat be met. Arwt, there 
rotherhood 
AI tachnology makea our aoclety more 
llltDmltad, better and quicker machlnea, 
111011food at cheaper coat, It haa neglected 
111 eccount for the human aspect of 
c:hqa. Large companies dump carbon 
-.cHoride into our rivera without a 
~ thought The computer aeema to 
'-'taken over our lives. Life today Ia like 
0111 giant McDonald's Hamburger stand; 
deln, quick. highly automated, and very 
~
And eo, today'a college student comes 
1DIIIIy unprepared to face todey'a world. 
Huuffert irom "Big Mac attack", not to 
~!*!don Iron poor, tired blood. 
He lftllt blend into claaaee of over one 
llnhd people, .ametimea over five. 
1-.nd!ed. He Ia only a number. "Hi. I'm 041· 
12·1181. Who are you?" 
lMng four vearw aa a number, the 
...,. btcomee conditioned or socialized 
to Nl'nlin that way for the rest of his life. 
Our collegll are turning out drones by the 
-...Right: 
....,.,, There is a difference. Sure we 
• tiring out some drones. but we are 
-., IUmWig out more f!l(fucated, reepon-
111111 paople. What Ia the difference7 What 
llllpe • man become more humane? 
kone XIV 
by Jim Cook 
lac -.ektnd, the WPI Science Fiction 
Sodatv conducted its annual expedition to 
=.::on science fiction convention 
XIV. 
8oaltone was a kaleldoteope of events 
authors. Guest of Honor and editor of 
l1llgazine Ben Bova spoke ftrwt and 
INIIrtlnr,• to be followed by a panel 
of authorw Ann McCaffrey, 
Hal Clement, and Lany Niven 
SF as applied to the true fact 
often follows later. Later, La.ter del 
held open seaalons taking on all 
on any subJect Saturday night 
Robinson held a pun contest frOm 
for aU those who could stand them. 
should be a correlation and data summary 
of commercially applicable background 
technical data showing the limits where the 
O.p-Ed: 
data waa obtained from email equipment. 
Second, there should be a defining of safe 
operating areas from the definltlona of 
operable and inoperable combinations of 
variable in the various proceaea. Third, a 
design handbook and operating manual 
should be made for the commercial planta 
based on the large-acale pilot plant t8818. 
Fourth, a skilled team of specialists from an 
organization with a detailed knowledge of 
the procea invotved should l8f'V8 as 
consultants. Finally, an enthusiastic 
management Ia needed to give the entire 
prenurial Insight, imagination, and 
resources necessary to make new 
technology become a commercial reality. 
Also, there are a number of factorw in the 
development of coal liquefaction 
technology that control the system that Ia 
developed. Arwt, coal muat be Introduced In 
a preaurized system 11 a aluny with liquids 
given off in the proceaa. Second, hydrogen 
must be generated to facilitate the lower of 
the molecular weight of the feed to the 
desired product and convert aulf\,lr and 
nitrogen compounda Into chemical 
compounds that can be removed easily by 
chemical reagents. Third, the heat of 
reaction from reaction of hydrogen with 
coal should be kept under control. Fourth, 
the aah an unreacted species ltlould be 
Brotherhood is the difference. At a 
fraternity you are no longer 082-94-8789, 
but you are "Smokeaman", " Moon", 
George, Oscar, or whatever your name is. 
You deal on a person-to-person 
relationship with your brothers. If you have 
a problem, you come to a.brother and talk 
with him. Thera ia nothing plastic or phony 
about it. 
You learn to govern yourwetf; falr1y and 
equally. You team that people hsve 
problem. and are not machines. 
The brother comaa out of a fraternity 
with a sense of respect for hia fellow man. 
.He haa talked over his problema with hlm, 
working along aide of him, had a few bears 
with him, cried a little with him. The brother 
learns kindness, virtue, and harmony. A 
fraternity ia a place to grow, to learn, to 
love. 
Instead of watching the numbers unfold 
in front of you, you can be watching man 
and nature unfold, IHrning that each is 
beautiful, each demands retpect. 
Yes, there is a difference between juat 
going to college or Ieeming and growing at 
college. Brotherhood is the difference . 
(Adapted from an eaaay by Art Huggard. 
Used with permission). 
Throughout the conventiOn, moviea 
were continuouafy run by former Techie Bill 
Carton, computer games played, SF art 
dlaplayed and auctioned, and huckatera 
hawlted their (what elae71 SF ware.. 
Several WPISFS members picked up art at 
good prices and at the Fllkalng (SF folkaing 
to the un-enlightened) Contest, Rich 
Holmes was one of 1he winners of 
Boakone'• official convention book written 
and signed by Ben Bova. All had a good 
time and we hope that anyone who mll8ecl 
this year will come next year. 
Meanwhile, back at the campus, officers 
elected at the lest WPISFS meeting were 
President Jim Cook, Vic•Presldent Kathy 
Grider, Treasurer Dave Mann, and 
Secretary Brad Munn. Next meeting is 
Thursday, March 3. Hope to see you therel 
Work Walhl11ton State 
OYer l•terte•aion 11tl/or the SuMMer. 
For all Interested Faculty and Students: 
Robert DeSourdls, ~rk Puputtl, and Kurt Sonstroem will talk and 
Show slides on their experience In Washington during last Janu•ry In the 
Library Seminar Room, March 1at 4 p.m. This program called NORCUS 
lMortttwut College and Unlvenlty for Science) is open to students 
"'tionwldt. We will try to •nswer all questions by faculty students con. 
ctrnlng this program. 
removed from the final product. Fifth, the 
reactor system designed should take into 
acc ount hydronumic, erosion. and 
corrosion problems that result from 
multiphase systems. Sixth, vital a~ention 
must be paid to obtaining materials of 
conStruction and special compounds 
needed when construction of a commercial 
plant begins. Finally, there should be 
protection and observation of equipment 
that hasn't been engineered for or applied 
to multlphase systems. 
Funhermore, through continued efforts 
of research and development of coal 
liquefaction technology, a number of 
processing schemes have been made. The 
first of these are the noncatalytic methods. 
which have low flexibility in their ability to 
control the chemical nature of the liquids 
and range of characteriatlca of the 
products. Currently, the noncatalytic 
method is being developed by the Pitttburg 
and Midway Coal Mining Company in a 60 
ton per day pilot plant in Tacoma, 
Washington. However, another un-
fortunate aide-effect that muat be over-
come ia the fact that It Ia believed the aah in 
the coal serves as a weak catalyst for 
adding hydrogen to the solvent and grow in 
size by an obscure me<:haniam. 
The second range of pr~ being 
developed are the catalytic techniquea that 
UM supported catalysts In special reactor 
systems. Currentty, the Gulf Oil Company, 
Hydrocarbon Research, Inc., the U. S. 
Bureau of Mines, and the Lummus 
Company are exploring ayateme that uM 
this method. The catalyst In this procea 
promotes the dlaolution of the coal and 
offers. flexibility In making a product 
ranging from a heavy liquid fuel to light 
product. However, this latter light product 
requires more severe conditions such aa 
increased consumption of hydrogen to 
make it. Along the same line, Hydrocarbon 
Research Inc. ia planning to large-scale 
pilot plant In Kentucky using the H-coal 
proceas. This procaaa features the UH of an 
ebullated liquid-gas-solid fluidized system 
now used In some commercial planta to 
desulfurized and hydrocrack petroleum 
feed stoclat. 
The third range of proceaaa are the 
donor to!Vent system~ that separate 
distillates from the extracted product and 
then hydrogenate these dlstillatea so that 
they can be removed by vacuum frac-
tionation. Theee systems catalytically treat 
Lovelace 
J. Gordon Gregory 
On a night with several frat partiea, a 
basketball game, a band In the Pub, and a 
private party or two, the decision of which 
ones to go to Ia a difficult one. The editor 
then solved the dilemma, and the Pub it 
was. 
Having heard of "Love Lace" on the 
radio and from auorted friends, I expected 
the band to be better than the average Pub 
fare. I arrived just before they started and 
tl'!e first thing I noticed waa·an impressive 
bank of lights behind the drummer, not the 
typical Lena & Ughta setup. 
Theflratsonga, Bonon'6 "Foreplay'' and 
"Longtime" were excellent and gave a 
good indication of what was to come. The 
two female vocaliata kind of changed the 
sound to more of a FIHtwood Mile brand, 
but the mulic waa played well and copies 
Boston very well, considering Love i.Jice's 
lack of Bonon 's sophisticated electronics. 
The show continued with some &d 
Comp~~ny and then a StoMs hit. The 
lighting proved to be excellent throughout 
the night. The girts again detracted from 
the familiar songs, but they did not 
completely take eway from the group'a 
the solvent tn a separate procesSing etep to 
make the chemical species In the solvent 
desirable for the process. Pra.ently, the 
donor solvent approach is being pursued by 
Exxon, Continental Oil Company, the 
Universal Products Company. Un· 
fortunately, few details of progress have 
been published. 
Each of these processes has tta ad-
vantages and disadvantages. For example,_ 
on certain coals, the noncatalytic solvent-
refining process can give a solid low In 
sulfur content and relattvely ash-free and 
convert over 90 per cent of coal into uaeful 
products. However, at relatively low 
pressure. and on other coals, the process 
can become Inoperable due to many dif· 
ferent factorw. Unfonunately, all of these 
processes have one disadvantage in 
common - the production of coal l8h in 
the final product. So, to aotve this problem, 
a number of different methods are being 
considered. First, a rotating mechanical 
filter device requiring a coating of clay to 
help in filtration efficiency. Second, 
cyclone aeparatora that remove an ash-rich 
partlon from the ash-free part of the 
product. Third. continuoua centrtfu~ 
using centrifugal forcea to remove the aah. 
Fourth, solvent precipitation rnethodt that 
depend on aeparation by Nttling. Fifth. the 
distillation of the final product. Finally, 
combinationa of the preceding proceaea. 
However, it is u~n which of theN 
proc811881 will wo~ the ~ or if there 1$ 
one single process that wtll wo~ for all 
typea of coal. 
Therefore, I must conclude that there 
should be Increased R&D effortaln the area 
of coal liquefaction to determine the right 
process for each kind of coal that will be 
competitive with other liquid fuels lnttrma 
of coat and lower the aulfur and l8h 
content substantially while generstln_g a 
high percentage (90 per cent, If poalblel of 
usable products. Also, there should be 
increased R&D to determine the ~ 
method or combination of methodt to 
remove coal ash from the final product 
This area of energy, as I have stated before, 
and this branch of the UH of coal n a liquid 
fuel, facet many uncertainties. However, in 
this time of dwindling supplies of oil and 
natural gaa and with the rNI energy criaia 
starting to Ht In, we can,ot afford to drop 
almost any kind of technology that holds 
the promiM of providing new sourcaa of 
energy for v-arw to come. 
performance. The music itaelf remained 
excellen1, with a rendition of Joe Walsh's 
"Rocky Mountain Way'', ahowlng how 
good Lov• Lllc• Ia with heavy metal. This 
waa shown again later on In the evening 
witti an extra-long playing of o.ep Purple's 
"Smoke on the Water." 
The bend managed to take a short, early 
break by accomplishing the near-
lmpoaaible feat of breaking a baM string. 
This and the two scheduled breaks 
stretched total break time to more than an 
hour. Quite a Tew people left durfl'lg the 
final break, but it waa their loa aa the band 
did some acenea from "Tommy", Thtl 
Who's rock opera, Including "Pinball 
Wizard" and "Sea Me, feel Me, Touch Me, 
Feel Me." 
The band did play some original songs 
during the night, but it was the familiar 
material that gives a standard for com-
parison, and Love L•c• compared 
favorabf'/. Again, the female vocalists were 
a weak point, but not s major downfall. All 
in all, the band was one of the beat to plfY 
here yet that I have seen. On a busy night 
from which there was a lot of activltlea to 
choose from, the Pub proved to be wonh 
the fifty centa admission, and then some. 
The Center for Educational Reeearch and Development 
11 pleaeed to announce that It hea funded the following 
reaeerch project• related to Improving the teaching -learn-
Ing proceaa and environment: 
Dr. S.R. Alpert and Mr. Anthony G. Camaa for a ltudy of: 
uae of CAl In lnltructlon. 
Profeaior Ray Hagglund for a ltudy of: uae of phyelcal 
modele In modular experlmenta In aeveral couraea. 
Profeaaora Jamea Perry and Kenneth Scott for a ltudy of: 
feaelblllty of common program• for CMI aaalated by 
CAl In two coureea. 
Profeaaor W. Roadetrum for a atudy of: the learning ef-
fectlveneaa of atructured amall etud~ groupe. 
Profeaaor C. Staple• for 8 atudy of: Machine Deelgn 
Modular Education Experiment. 
CEAD extendalta congratulation• to all II 
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Livingston Taylor 
I've asked many people to write bloa for 
me since I staned playing music but they 
always wrote about me from their point of 
v1ew. They have always been more than 
k1nd but they never NW me the way I see 
myself. So, a little embarrassed, I'm going 
to uy first-hand to tell you about me. 
F1rst, the basics: I was born in Bo.ton In 
1950 and raised in Chapel Hill, N.C., second 
to the young•t In a family of flw. My 
father, a doctor, and my mother very 
mtJtherlng. We are a V8fY close family and 
muSic was always around the houl8. I do 
recall my father, arms outstretched loading 
the diShwasher and singing con\llnclngly 
that, "with a little bit of luck one can get it 
all, and not get hooked"; my mother 
humming back, "it ain't neceaarily so." 
Oldest brother Alex listening to Ray Charles 
and spray painting James' guitar blue 
'cause he heard that It improved the sound 
and ElviS had done it. My sister Kate 
telhng me not to play which obviously 
had the oppoeite effect, and younger 
brother Hugh figuring we were all mad and 
continuing to build go-carts. 
I moved to Boston in '86 to finish high 
school and after seeing my final grad• my 
parents pointed out that there were other 
thmgs to fife aside from academics. I 
figured I'd try music for awhile. Being an 
unknown. I thought it would take me a 
month or so to get an album and some 
good jobs. Two years later when nothing 
had happened and I was thinking I had 
made a bad mistake, a friend got me a job 
playing with Joni Mitchell at Boston 
University. When I saw people having a 
good time enjoying themselves as I played 
my music, I knew this is what I wanted to 
do for a long time regardlest of whether I 
did well or not. I've been very lucky. 
In writing this blo, I assume that whoever 
is reading it has never seen or met me 
before. What kind of person am 17 
Physically I'm a little tall and a lot thin (my 
friends insist I put a screen over my shower 
drain. Ho-hol. My music is a folk jazz style, 
with a pinch of A&B and country, and I 
think I sound real good but I could be 
prejudiced. I like basketball, steam engines 
and table hocl:ey; and I hate platform shoes 
and Massachusetts drivers; but, above all 
else, I love people; to entertain, to make 
them smile, to listen to them, and hopefully 
to be a good friend. 
Thank you, 
liv~ngston Taylor 
Library photo exhibit 
New exhibit at the Gordon Library 
"Woodlands, Wildlife 11nd Water" a serl• 
uf color photos by E. Harvey Rayner, March 
1-31. Mr. Rayner w~l be at the Gordon 
Library on Tuesday evening, March 1 at 7 
p.m. and the following Sunday afternoons, 
from 3 to 5 p.m., March 6, 13 and 20 to 
spealt on and comment after his exhibit. 
Harvey Rayner is an observer and 
photographer of wildlife and natural 
beauty. He is also a writer and lecturer on 
these subjects. Always a fiSherman, for-
merly a hunter who stalks his prey with a 
camera, Mr. Rayner has devoted and 
continues to devote much of his time to the 
woodlands, streams, lakes and aeaslde, 
from Masaachuaetts to nonhero MaJne to 
Alaska. 
By profasaion, a newspaper editorial 
writer, Mr. Rayner has given much at· 
tention to conservation end ecology, along 
with observationl from his many milee of 
wandering out-of·doors. 
Mr. Rayner ia a member of the Outdoor 
Writers Association of America, a group 
restricted to active writen on outdoor 
topics. He is aJeo a member of New 
Englend Outdoor Writ.,. Aaoclation. 
Much of his wildlife photography follows 
the pattern of hunting. He carries a 500mm 
lens on a simulated gunstock and 
photographs his subjects as a hunter might 
- with a different connotation - "shoot" 
them. Lenses of thet magnitude, equivalent 
to a 10..power teleecope, almost always are 
used on tripods, so the pan em followed. 
.. MU> WIW llO I: ~ ~ 11115 
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here is extraordinary. 
To get subjects in focus, a fast film mu~ 
be used. Mr. Rayner sticks close to. Ht-
Speed Ektachrome, with a 160 ASA rattng. 
Also miles and miles of hiking go into fNery 
shot. The 500mm lens gives way to a lineup 
of lenses ell the way to 35mm to suit the 
various situations. / 
All photos in the exhibit were taken by 
Mr. Rayner with a camera hand held 
regardless of the siu of the lens and the 
shutter speed - down to one twenty-fifth 
of a minute. 
All the photos shown are for sale. 
Jo,.then Edwenh c.ncelled 
out on Tech •fter verb•lly 
•gf'Ning to me he would com• . 
H• c.llfHI biH:k to •• u• to enter 
Into • bidding com:.t with 
•nother coll•fl• In N•w 
Yorlc, •...• nd I ~
In hi• pl•c•, I book•d 
UVINGSTON TAYLOR, tiN well· 
known mu•lclen, ttongwrltw •nd 
perlorm•r. H• will perlonn In 
Alden, S.t., M•rch 4th •t 9:00 
p.m. The Jut time h• pleyed In 
Won:Nter to n.ndlng room only 
•t Clerk •nd pv• • •uf~Nb 
perform• nee. 
Peter Kent 
Socill/ Chel,.n 
The Worcester POlytechnic Institute Class ot · 11, as Pll" ot 
Spring Weekend will sponsor the Second Annual Tailgaten Craft 
Fair. It will take place Saturday, Aprll23, from lO:OOa.m. to 5:00 
p.m. on the WPI Quadraogle. 
Students Interested in selling their crafts at the fair shollld 
begin now to produce a sufficient q1111ntlty for the fair. 
Luther, lewelry, glass, ceramics and many media will be 
represented. Only ~nd-made items will be accepted. No kits 
allowed. 
The festive atmosphere throughout the day will include 
music, food and interesting craft demonstrations along with the 
sale of professional crafts. Applications for booths will be 
available March 1st. Please feel free to contact Eileen Weiss, 
Student Affairs office for any further information. 
' 
WPI-RPI band conce 
by Suun Wright 
The WPI- API combined band concert 
was well received by all who attendeci The 
two bands played individually, API leadl~ 
with "Tne Gallant Seventh", a march, by 
Sousa, then "SQnatlna for Band" with 
three pens by Giovannini, "Variations on a 
Korean Folksong" by Chance, "Symphonic 
Essay" by Del Sorgo and highlights from 
"Showboat" by Kern finished up their -ala. 
WPI followed with "An Outdoor 
Overture" by Copland, a four pert piece by 
Hulst called " Second Suite for Military 
Band in F major' and a ttlree part folksong 
suite by Vaugham Williams. 
The combined bands first did "Ovenure 
to Candide" by Bernstein, "The William 
Byrd Suite (VI The Belle) by Jacob and 
"The Planets Suite" IIV Jupiter) by Holst. 
The two bands were very good by 
themselves, playing different types of 
music. They were excellent together, the 
sourid being much stronger and 
Paul Aldi and Henry Carr, 
of the API bind bOth felt that the 
went over very well, it was a 
auccees and al8o a social succea, 
API and WPI atudents. Mr. 
mentioned it was a good chenge 
books. 
Dean and Mrs. Krenich who 
some of the API students said 
students were enthusiastic, it was 
program, it was good to see so 
involved with the program and 
students are good eaters. 
Or. David Todd said it was 
music, very well played and they 
heaven." 
After seeing the concert, I Came 
the feeling that the WPI 
unheralded. They played quite well; 
feel that they will represent Tech 
on the 13th when they play at RPL 
The CHESS CLUB meets every Wednesday nig 
in Goddard 0121 starting at 7 p.m. All are welcome. 
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• NEWsRbAK ................ .. 
.. student government? Soctal Committee Chairman Peter Kent, and Internal Residence Hall Committee Cha1rman C1nd·( Bouvier. Newspeak has 
been unable to •.nd out who the Academic 
Committee Chatrman is. [continued from page 1) 
Doherty stated that in the beginning a 
people ''got things going, but now 
wants to help". This aoathv "Ia the 
11 laSt year," she said. She also said 
1f*8 11 " not much you can do" when 
thirtY people attend a meeting. 
minutea were kept at the two 
meetings. Ms Doherty com· 
that she "was going by what 
commuter representative~ had 
before." "They tmren't'"'ltVen been 
meetings with commuters," she 
• 
The lnterfratermty Council (IFC) has 
been holding regular meetings and keeping 
minutes according to newly-elected IFC 
Chairman John Landers. landers had been 
Secretary of the IFC and was responsible 
for keeping minutes of the meetings. None 
of the IFC meetings have been announced 
in Newspeak as required by the con· 
stitution. Chairman landers said that there 
was no need to announce IFC meetings to 
the entirft"WPI Community. 
Two of the Executive Council meetings 
were publicized on the front page of 
nergy sav1ng 
' by S. B. Fine 
wPl Plant Services are planning on • 
illlllfing a computer run heat sensor 
lflltm from Honeywell Corporation. The 
..-n will be Installed during the spring 
.. summer of this year and will be 
-•nonal by the time the heat Is turned 
fall. The sensors will be input 
for the temperature of the areas 
are in. They will be connected to a 
II mioi-computer which will 
the amount of steam going to the 
sensor is in. This will help keep all 
at a temperature which Is 
but still will help conserve 
The system will cost $70,000 and 
Pierce of Plant Services expects 
the cost of the system beck In fuel 
in two years. 
there are figures comparing fuel 
1-unnhon in 1976-19n with 1976-1976. 
are two main reasons why more fuel 
Ul8d this winter than last. The first is 
this winter was and is much 
CONSUYAII ON 
colder, The average temperature this winter 
was 22.21 c;!egrees F compared to last 
w1nter's average temperature of 34.21 
degrees. The second is the heating of 
Salisbury Hall. Plant Services has been 
consistently cutting back on the use of fuel 
at WPI since 1973. In 1973, the school used 
980,000 gallons of f\Jel and 7,000,000 
kilowatt hours of elecuiclty. In 1976, the 
school used 510,000 gallons of fuel and 
5,300,000 kilowatt hours of electricity. This 
is a considerable saving but the energy still 
costs the school more in 1976 despite using 
less energy than It did In 1973. 
Below is also a table of average tem-
peratures m each building on campus 
except Gordon library. The custodian was 
off In the library that week and did not 
record the temperature. The Honeywell 
- heat sensor system is designed to keep the I 
average temperatures of all the buildings 
down to a comfortable but energy con· 
serving leveL 
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Newspeak. Four previous Executive 
Cuuncil meetings were not publicized. The 
Nuvember 16th issue of Newspeak carried 
an anlcle about the November 10th 
Executive Council meeting. The anicle said, 
that "When questioned about the lack of 
publicizing for the past four student 
government meetings. S.G. President 
Nyquist said it was due to negligence on his 
pan and took fun responsibilty. The student 
government does not currently have a 
secretary who normally takes care of such 
matters," 
The last Executive Council meeting was 
held on December 2, 1976, almost three 
months ago. According to the handwritten 
minutes of that meeting only eight of the 
fifteen Council members were present. This 
was two short of the ten members required 
for a quorum. Present at that meeting were 
President John Nyquist, Class of 77 Rep 
Jim Lunney, Chief Justice of the Campus 
Hearing Board Eric Hertz, Independent Rep 
Maryanne Pinlgus, IFC Chairman Chris 
Morosas, CCS Chairman Tony Weiner, 
Class of '80 Rep Mark lewis, and Associate 
Dean of Student Affairs Bernard H. Brown. 
Also present was Jim Gado, who, as far .as 
we can tell, is Acting Secretary. though we 
have been unable to verify this. Absent 
from the meeting were Commuter Rep 
Maryellen Doherty, Class of '78 Rep Ray 
Dunn, Class of '79 Rep Bill Potter, Student 
Activities Board Chairman Brian Huff, 
Despite repeated attempts to contact 
Student Government President John 
Nyquist, Newspeak has been unable to 
contact him for comment on the apparent 
violations of the Student Body Con-
stitution. 
Newspeak did contact several other 
members of the Executive Council. Chief 
Justice of the Campus Hearing Board Eric 
Hertz said that he " can't believe that there 
are no issues on this campus with which 
the student government can become In· 
volved in." 
Class of '79 Rep Bill Potter blamed the 
drop-uff in meetings to a "lack of anything 
to do." He also claimed that in A-term there 
are " Definitely a lot of meetings." He.said 
that these meetings were "casual in the 
Wedge" and had an "average of about ten 
people." 
Class of '90 Rep Mark lewis remarked 
that there had been two Student Govern· 
ment meetings since he was elected in 
October. He said that there was a 
"generally lack of interest." 
Class of •n Rep Jim Lunney commented 
that the demisa of the Student Government 
was a "reflection of the student body's 
apathy." He questioned whether a student 
government has a pu~ at all timet. 
Newspeak will continue Its attempts to 
contact President Nyquist and wiJI report 
his comments on our findings next week. 
Activities of CPHS 
by G. E. Stt~rmllrd 
Let us consider two research actlvitiel 
that are now in progress at WPI. While 
dissimilar In many respects, they are alike II'\ 
one important feature. Can you recognize 
this similarity from the descriptions that 
follow? 
The first i8 graduate-level reeeerch. It 
Involves designing and testing 
sophisticated equipment which il to 
monitor and preeent vital information from 
· a patient undergoing surgery. Off-campu' 
facilities and personnel are integralfV 
aaoclated with the project. It Is cteer 9'-t 
should an error be made, the ~uenc­
could be drastic and wideepreed. 
The second ectivitly il being perlormed 
by a WPI undergraduete student It in-
volves cqnductlng a survey to 8YIIuate the 
effectiveness of a guide booklet. recently 
prepared for uae at WPI. Only WPI people 
are· involved; the whole ptofect eeema 
rather immune to damaging miahape. 
How are they alike? They both Ute 
human subjects, and hence caudon il 
required! In the fim caee, the direct 
physical invoiYement of the .. dent Ia 
obvious. .. Ia the potential for InJury If cere 
is not taken. l.. epperent. but 
nonethelea true, is the hK:t that per· 
ticipants in an lmproperty conducted survey 
may ailo be expoetng themletYee to 
posalble harm, but unwittingly and of a 
different kind. It is not Just physical Injury 
that one needs to guerd against, but 
psychological, aociel, and legal rilka must 
be considered as well. In protecting the 
human subjects, the lnv•tlgator Ia ailo 
being protected from 8dverM reectiona. 
J1t is in an effort to ensure that aN proper 
measuree are being taken to safeguard the 
person and rights of participenta In such 
projecta that WPI t'l• a.tabllahed the 
Committee for the Protection of Human 
Sub;ects tCPHSl. Herein H• another 
similarity of the two projects cited above; 
each should, and did, preMnt a propoal to 
this committee for review and approval 
before commencing with the relevant 
phase of the project. The operetfon •nd 
cona,ms of this committee have been 
detailed In an earlier Nt~Wspftk article. 
Additional information may be obtained by 
at}&ndlng an open meeting of the CPHS to 
¥ held on March 3, 1977 at 4:00 p.m. in 
Salisbury 104. 
In edditton to thOM alreedy mentioned, 
other propoeals that have been reviewed 
recently by the CPHS Include: 
1. severs! WPI-origlnated surveys on 
such topics •• tal the -.nent by 
coltege atudMts of their high-school 
educational experiences, end (b) student 
evaluation of their living accommodatlona, 
the data to be used in an MOP on student 
dormitory cte.lgn. 
2. a survey conducted by en off-campus, 
evaluation ,....rch company which ln-
terroQited WPI ltudents. 
3. the collection, claaiflcatlon, and 
analysis of a database for one type of 
physical Injury, uling date obtained from 
hospital medical records. 
4. a study of biofeedback and relaxation, 
with the inwetigltor being hil own subject. 
and 
6. a program of testing of amateur 
athlet• to explore the hypott.la that such 
leisure-time activity provide• some 
protection egelnlt hMrt d._. 
Thus, the propoeell thet come before the 
CPHS, while they all relate to human 
subjects In some way, vary widely In their 
particulars. They may renge from being 
undergraduate POP's to being faculty 
reaearch, from measuring other• to 
measuring one's self to being measured by 
others, and from Involving tangible physical 
riaks to Involving leas obvious 
paychological, social or legal hazards. Ailo, 
it 18to be noted that concern for the human 
subject extend• beyond those caaea In 
which the person Ia directly involved to 
include those situations which ute material 
derived from the subject, whether it be 
body tilau• and fluids or peraonal in-
formation, such .. might be contained In 
medical fll•. on computer tapea, and In 
qulltlonnairea • 
WPI SOCIAL COMMITTEE PRESENTS, 
Wlnt•r Y ••lc•nd 
Friday, March 4 
Livinpton Taylor 
Alden 9:00 p.m. 
Saturday, M.rch 5 
The Lew is London Trio 
Blanket-Sit Down 
$2.00 techles 
''the e. stern King of Western Swing" 
9:00 p.m. in the Wedge 
$4.00 non-techles B.Y.O.B. frH 
Saturday, March 5 
Duke Jupiter 
9:00 p.m. in the Pub 
SOc edml11lon 
B.Y.O.B. 
If you would like to help the Social CommlttH call Peter Kent, 757-
4104. 
__ .. -
Blood Drive 
by Tom 011niels 
For three days last week, the Wedge was 
transformed into a hospital-like en-
virunment, as 312 people from the WPI 
communtty lined up to donate a pint of 
their blood to the Red Croa. Tony 
Marresse. who supervised the ...,.nt for the 
IFC, said he was " ecstatic" over the large 
response. 
"last February, the Red Cross only 
collected 112 pinta." he said, adding, "but 
that was dunng the big flu season. Over 
half uf the people who tried to ~ive were 
tumed away because of sicJcness." No such 
problems were encountered this year. as 
only 51 people were rejected, but Red 
Cross volunteers and Registered Nurses 
were on hand to carefully screen each 
prospective donor. A pa1t history of 
hepttithl, having taken penicillin within tha 
past two weeki. a cold, or a fever were jult 
a few of the poulble reasons that could 
have disqualified someone from giving his 
or her blood. 
There seemed to be no shon.ge of tho.e 
willing to givel for a 1teedy ltream of 
donora lined up from 10 a.m. Tueedey to 4 
p.m. Thursday. "Another one of my friends 
gave, and she sort of egged me Into it," 
said one coed who WM waiting to hew her 
temperature taken. "I'm gled I came, 
though. I might need blood some dey 
myaetf ." Llnee were longe.t at noon, when 
NEWSPEAK 
successful 
many secretariee and profeaao,. took t1me 
out from their lunch hour to give. 
Tony Marresse said that the location of 
the donor center was the biggest single 
factor in accounting for the overwhelming 
response. A Red Croa volunteer agreed, 
saying. " you have to be very visible to get 
people to donate their blood. They don't 
often go out of their way. It's one of tho.e 
things where it's very any to forget the 
need behind it all, unless you're personally 
Involved." Some commuter. had voiced 
their disapproval over the choice of the 
Wedge as the locat10n of the donor center. 
" It doesn't help my digestion, knowi'1{1 thllt 
there's someone ly10g ten feet away from 
me, giving blood," said one disgruntled 
commuter. While this person seemed to be 
in the minority, Tony Marreeae did 
apologize for any inconvenience, saying, 
"They !The Red Croa) had already con-
firmed the date when t was put in charge. 
This was originally supposed to be held In 
the loby of Harrington, but Planning Day 
killed that. Alderi Ia used on and off 
throughout the day for cl--. Deen 
Brown and Barbre Hall tried, but this (the 
Wedge( WM the only place 11ft that we 
could UM for three ltraight dlya." 
As an added incentive, the IFC, along 
with MY8ntl other student orgeniutione, 
has donated 16 c:aees of beer to be nrffted 
o(f among the 312 donora. Another prize, 
and a trophy, will go to the fnltnly hou8e 
that had the largeet turnout of donora. As 
Tuesday, March 
of this writing. the raffle had not 
and the frat race w• 11111 "too 
cal." 
I gave blood and lived to tell about it! 
by Rory O'Connor 
At last week's blood drive, I decided to 
take a first hand look at the proc... of 
donation. What better way than to donate 
a pint mYMif7 With this in mind, I sat down 
to fill out a form, and begin the forty-frve 
minute procese. 
The queetiont of the form W8fe simple; 
name, address, date of birth and other 
typacal information. After the form is 
completed, I sat down and waa handed a 
thermometer by a WPI student volunteer, 
Who simply said " Here. put this under your 
tongue." Abcx;t fave minutes later, after 
several mumbled conversations with 
people on the upper deck of the Wedge 
("Hey, Rory, they gonna' take all your 
blood out?" " MMMbbddMMM"l the 
thermometer was removed and I was in-
formed that it read 99 degree - passable. 
They wouldn' t let me took at it though -
probably thought I was going to falsify it so 
I could give even 1f I had a 104 degree fever. 
The next step was another walt, fQIIowed 
by an interview with a very competent 
nurse, who took my blood preature, a small 
sample of blood from my left ear for iron 
testing. and asked me several queetlons 
about my past and present health. There 
are several reasons that can prevent y"ou 
from donating blood, among them past 
blood dl888ses. Bemg free of theM, I was 
asked about my breakfast. I had not eaten 
much that morning, 10 the nurH told me I 
should get something to eat and come 
back. Looking at my watch, I decided on 
the snack bar, and had a fifteen minute 
meal of aorta. After consuming thil, all the 
while being consoled by my friends 11'11 
come to your funerar'l, I was immediately 
ushered onto a vacant table by a nurse. I 
asked him if I could prop my heed up, and 
he said I could, but I'd have to UN my free 
arm. He took my blood pressure again and 
looked for a promi81ng vein to tap. Then he 
swabbed my arm with an anti-coagulant, 
some Isopropyl alcohol, and some iodine 
solution, hung a bag on the aida of my table 
and went to tend another patient in the 
group of three tablea he and another nurM 
were working. 
When he returned, he uncapped the 
delivery needle and inserted it In my choice 
vein. We chaned for a minute about the 
first time I gave blood (thanks, Doug) and 
how much better I felt this time, since I 
decided on my own to donate. He made 
sure that everything was alraght and went 
to talk to the aforementioned other donor. 
He came back to check every twenty 
seconds or so, and we had some lntereeting 
ccmveraations about his experiences as a 
male nu,.e and the problema he en-
countered. After about seven minutes, and 
a " Son of Movie Orgy" epi8ode or two. the 
needle was removed from my arm. I feft a 
little nauseous, so another nurse put a 
paper bag over my face and instructed me 
10 breath. AmazinQiy enough, this did make 
me feel better, and I was allowed to sit up. 
Seetng that I suffered no ill effecta, save a 
small blood loss, I was allowed to alt in the 
canteen and drink coke and eet cookiee. At 
the same time, I tried to eaure a friend of 
mine who looked rether pale to ltart with 
that there was nothing to be afraid of. She 
didn't believe me, though. I heard later aha 
made it through fine. 
It was actually a pretty paan'- pt'OCell, 
and I didn't feel particulerty week af-
terwards, even though It waa difficult to 
move my right arm with this bandage on it. 
I found it a small sacrifice, though. for 
someone whb might be in a lot more pain 
than me. It was well worth the trouble and 
the time, and even the snack bar food. I'm 
glad that so many people took advantage 
uf the drive. 
Who knowa7 You may need blood 
tomorrow •.. or meybe the beer. 
Newspeak's fearless leader gives blood. 
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In Search of Jack and Jill 
by J1m Lettry 
H.gh un a mountain in northern 
Afvhanistan hes a hill which evtdence has 
manY experts to believe is the hill 
by Jack and Jill of Mother Goose 
111111 Recent d1scoveries have shed new f9:1t upon the quesuoned reality of a story 
11111 had always been assumed to be the 
rlfTiblings of an eccentric maternal goose. 
as a result of these discoveries, 
Is at a h1gh point as more and 
strive to learn the real story 
••Jack and Jill" in en effort to learn 
11'(18 ibuut themselves. 
Tha latest discovery came on June 1•. 
Hl Blue Mountain, Mississippi where a 
piece of metal of tne type 
...-mnnwused for pail-making, was found 
back to mid-eighteeneth 
I'Mt'urv ,Afahanlisum the exact time when 
began publishing her rhymes In 
Further investigation performed 
.-n of historians from the Univenslty 
ldlho heeded by Or. Emile Millet led to 
uncovering of the metal's origin. It 
that Rev. J. Tash Kurghan had 
the metal on a religious retreat to the 
and brought it with him to the 
Stites in 1952, using it to make 17 "I 
IKE" buttons. 
Otw pmious discoveries had allo 
eome curiosity about the hill. In 1981 
Vesllievich Lomonoeov, while 
._.,ung to escape from behind the Iron 
by ftoeting ·to EMtern Europe 
onto 14 helium balloons, flew over 
spotted what he believed to be 
of 1 215-year-old well. Un-
llr1UIIWIIIIY, before he could reveel "Tllre, he 
captured and sent beck to Ruule 
hi was sentenced to anend the 
Rullian Ballet's perfonnance of 
rc:NikOYiky's "Swan lake" for 30 con-
IJitl~~ivt nights. 
In order to understand more about the 
let us first analyze the tiny village of 
(pronounced eesh.ka.sheem) at 
of the mountain range called Hindu 
!pronounced Hindu Kush) upon 
the hill presumably lies. The people 
always believed the hill to be that 
and Jill's. Their whole iellglon and 
his surrounded this belief. Thus, by 
wery male in the town Is named 
end fNfKY female is named Jill. The 
of the town's name even voices this 
llhkeshim means "Jack slept here." 
Ahlr Mr six months of extensive 
Or. Millet and his crftW feet thet 
hew sotved the mystery behind the 
Here, now, are the conclusions: 
• 
".licit aod Jill": Jack was the oldest eon 
the old woman who lived in the shoe. 
'*igrown tined of living In a crowded 
11101 with a room in the heel and 
to move Into a fashionable loafer in 
area. Hie mother wouldn't 
!hough, as she didn't want Jack to 
lit ~~~poMiblllty to the ra.t of the 
As it seems, the shoe was due for a 
of polish and the lace needed 
end Jack, being the handiest, 
Then one evening he met a girl 
Hubbard In a swanky night club 
"Ruby Slipper" and the two hit it 
You see. Jill was having parental 
too. Her elderly mother had 
llnlle and was obsessed with fin-
bone in the cupboard for their dog. 
n.. Utthn.tt Energy 
21mlns. 
Rttullr Homotopies 
In tht .,..._. 1 
14 mlns. 
Wldntldly, Mllrch 2, 1977 
ll:OOa.m. 1nd 7:00p.m. 
PhySics ltdure Hall, Olin 107 
ULTIMATE f!NEAOY 
nuclear fualon reectlone 
be ec:hleved In the 
Power ptent. The film le 
Proare .. report 11S111. A 
end Development 
lfROAI Production. 
vlauellaed 1nd 
non·cllculue preeenutton 
•
i"'Cll' COtl•l<~•-of dltterentl•l topoloev 
the Intuitive 1nd eldt1lo 
end ebetract. 
"Went up the hill to fetch a pail of 
water": This was a phrase used by teenage 
lovers of the time in lshkashim who 
recerved the primal urge. It was discovered 
that the hill had been the common 
"parking" spot in the village. So when Jack 
asked Jill to go up the hill with him he was 
actually desirous to prove his menhood to 
her. Tha custom was to use a pall or bucket 
as a form of symbolism. The girl would fill 
the pail with water up to a point that would. 
symbolize how far she was willing to. go: If 
she filled it completely, it meant that she 
would go all the way .... to the top of the hill. 
"Jack fell down and broke hit crown": 
Jack had actually been pushed down .•. by 
Jill, in self-defense. Jack had become over-
excited when Jill filled his bucket up all the 
way. But, when she sew the animal-like 
gleam in his eye, Jill became apprehensive 
and tried to drink some of the water out of 
the bucket. Jack, noticing this, became 
sexually frustrated and enraged all at the 
same time and tried to rape Jill. Jill, both 
angered at Jack's apparent lack of tact-
fulness and filled with uner fear, fought him 
off by grabbing the bucket, slamming It 
directly onto Jack's head, or crown, 
propelling him down the hill to hl8 death. 
Thus Jack's crown had actuelty been 
broken before he fell, or w• puihed, down 
hill by Jill. 
''And Jill came tumbling after'': Jill felt 
remorse having killed her lover, the only 
man she had ever loved, the man who for 
years had helped her fill out her income tax. 
So she took her own life by entering a state 
uf perpetual tumbling, but not before 
writing a will in which she left her virginity 
to the ages. 
Dr. Millet's fascinating discoveries have 
led to curiosity concerning the possible 
existence of other Mother Goose 
characters. There is even a rumor that little 
Miss Muffet, now not so little Ms. Muffet Is 
alive and living in Salt Lake City where ~e 
heads a woman's lib group that makes 
yogurt for the Mormon Tabernacle Choir ... 
!!SAVE MONEY!! 
Buy Your USED TEXTS 
t 
at 
~ 
21 Salem Street 
~orcester,~ss.Ol608 
Opp. Publk Ubrary 
Used Books Bought &: Sold. 
Six weeks Basic Camp at Fort Knox, Kentucky. 
You'll get $500 for attending a challenging camp. And, if your perfonnance is 
exceptional, you just may qualify, for a two-year scholarship as you enter 
the Advanced Program. 
l 
Multiple entry /On-campus summer program. 
Enter Army ROTC during your freshman or sophomore year with no military 
obligation. You'll find a curriculum that's flexible and exciting enough to meet your 
class schedule and academic needs. You may even consider enrolling this summer 
in Army ROTC on campus. At the end of the summer you may find yourself 
eligible for the Advanced Brogram. 
J 
Advanced Placement 
If you are an Army veteran or a Jumor ROTC graduate, you are eligible to 
automatically enter Advanced ROTC. 
No matter how you enter 
Army ROTC, you'll experience adven-
tures in leadership. You'llleam how to 
lead through hands-on training. And 
as a cadet m the Advanced Pr(} 
gram, you'll receive $2500 
over your last two years. 
No matter whether your 
career plans are military or civilian, upon 
graduation Anny ROTC provides for 
both-active duty status with a starting 
salary of over $11,300 or re-
serve !:ilatus (Active Duty for 
Training> while employed in 
the civilian community. 
Lalm wbat it takes 
tokad. 
Call: 752-7209 
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A chain what? 
Dear Reader: 
As you probably have noticed, there has 
been a recent rash of chain letters on 
campus. Many the unfonunate Techie has 
upened his or her mailbox during the past 
week and withdrawn one of several "chain 
letters from God." I received one such 
letter just last week, and I'd like to share it 
with all of my loyal fans: 
Trust 1n the Lord with all your heart and 
will. 
Acknowledge and He wiU. ~Light Thy 
Way. 
Th1s Prayer has been sent to you for 
good luck. The original copy came from the 
Netherlands. It has been around the world 
njne times. The luck has been brought to 
yuu. You are to receive this good luck 
within 4 days of receiving the letter. This is 
no joke, you will receive It in the mail. 
Send copies uf this letter to people you 
think need good luck. Do not send money. 
Do not keep this letter. It must leave within 
nmety·shc hours after receiving it. 
An RAF officer received $70,000.00. Don 
Elliot received $60,000.00 but lost it for 
breaking the chain. While in the Phillipines, 
General Welch lost his life six days after he 
received the letter. He failed to circulate the 
prayers. However, before his death, he 
received $70,000.00. Please send twenty 
copies and see what happens to you on the 
fourth day. 
This comes from Venezula, and was 
wllitten by St. Anthony de Cadit, a 
m1ssionarv from S. America. Since this 
must make a tour of the world, you mutt 
make twenty copies !denticle to this one 
and send them to your parents and 
aquaintances. After a few days you will get 
a surprise. This is true even if you are not 
superstitious. 
Take time to note the following. Con-
staine Oiaz received the chain in 1953. He 
asked his secretary to make copies and 
send them. A few days later, he won a 
lottery of two million dollars in his country. 
Chartin Godit, an office employee, received 
the chain. He forgot it, and a fews days 
later he lost his job. He FOUND the chain 
and sent it to twenty people. Five days later 
he got an even better job. 
Darren Mierschild received the chain 
and, not believing it, threw it away. Nine 
days he died ..... FOR NO REASON 
WHATSOEVER SHOULD THIS CHAIN BE 
BROKEN I 
Needless to say, I tore across the 
campus, and was banging at the library 
desk within seconds of reading this most 
frightening communication! Yes, I could 
picture the hapless General Welch, being 
struck down by a monkey wrench which 
had fallen out of a B-52 cruising 20,000 feet 
over Manila Bay. "It could have happened 
10 anybody," said the Board of Inquiry, 
who then rushed to their offices to start 
making their twenty copies. I gladly forked 
over a buck to the raven haired beauty 
Police blotter 
To: Dean Donald P. Reutlinger 
From: Chief Alfred T. Whitney 
Subject: Incidents During week ending 
February 13, 19n 
On Tuesday, February 8, 19n at 1:36 
a.m., a student drove to campus Police 
Office and told officers that while driving 
on Highland St. and Seaver, a girt in her 
"20's" stopped him for a ride - she was 
completely naked - after riding around she 
would not get out of car - three officers 
from the Worcester PO came to WPI and 
one recognized the girl - they took her 
home to 3 Boynton Street. 
On Tuesday, February 8, 1977 at 4:46 
p.m. the alarm to the South Door of Library 
was activated - Invest revealed a light blue 
sedan had been used to transport a plant 
taken from the library. 
On Wednesday, February 9, 1977 at 
12:03 a.m., a student reported to Campua 
Police that at 11:30 p.m. on 2-8-n while he 
was walkrng acroaa Einhonr RO&d a car, 
Mass. Reg. 7-7-50N struck him lightly - He 
will report same to Worceater PO. 
There were no Incidents to report during 
rhe week endinQ Februarv 20, 19n. 
ALFRED T_-WHITNfv 
CHIEF, Campus Police 
'-: 
ASME will be sponsoring a talk by Prof. Bourgault on 
"PRODUCT LIABILITY11 on Tuesday, March 8 at 
4:00 p.m. in Higgins 101. 
behind the desk and headed back to the 
Newspeak office to address my letters. I 
took a few minutes extra to make t~ trip, 
as I tried to think of whom to sand the 
valuable papers to. After all, it Isn't every 
day that a guy gets a real chance to do a 
good turn for a friend! 
Alesi Knowing so many people who 
needed good luck, I found it hard to cut my 
list down to the required twenty. Now I 
know how Jimmy Carter must feel, as he 
tries to divy up that skimpy 180 billion dollar 
budget among so many deserving projects! 
Heading my list was John Curtis, WPI'a 
Director of Auxilliary Operations. Any man 
who would pull a stunt that threatened to 
close the Pub Corporation, with over 3,000 
board members, is going to need all the 
luck in the world!. The brothers of Phi 
Sigma Kappa were also in my "definite" 
list. If they're lucky, maybe some kind 
Techie will lend them a dictionary, so they 
can check out the definition of the term 
"yellow journalism." To the People Who 
Say Yes To Progress, the Worcester group 
who·backed construction of a civic center, 
went a letter with my perabnal good luck 
wish. I wonder how long it will take to get 
to them in Antarctica? 
Norman Rossi deserved a letter, of 
course, just to make sure that his luck holds 
out, and the kids who have to eat in the 
cafeteria never find his home address. John 
Nyquist, that elusive Head Techie, will get a 
hand delivered letter, at the very next 
Student Government meeting, if he has 
one before I graduate. Tony Camua, 
Newspeak reporter par excellence, received 
his letter in an asbestos envelope, 10 that 
Chat Kulus' " f ires of Hell" won't get to it. 
Hank Wagner got his chance for luck, In 
hopes that he'll use it to get rid of some of 
that snow in the parking lot. Ditto for Hany 
Thompson, the wizard of the hard covers. 
He'll need f11/ery ounce of luck he can get If 
he runs out of Physics books at the 
beginning of the term again. I hear that a 
few of the boys out there are still trying to 
rescind the Law of G ravlty In the area of the 
bookstore. Our own Boys in Blue, Campua 
Security, also received a letter. I figured 
that they've been luQ(y enough 10 far, not 
to have had the squad car stolen, but a little 
extra insurance never hurt. 
Finally, I sent the remaining letters to 
Coach Ken Kauffman and the WPI 
'basketball squad. These guys go out there 
and play in front of empty stands two or 
three times a week. I don't think they do it 
just because they like to listen to the Pep 
Band either. Maybe they'll get aome reel 
luck, and a sudden plague will hit the 
campus next season. Symptoms of the 
plague will take the form of an extreme 
craving to watch a WPI home basketball 
game! 
Having done what the letter com- • 
manded, I sat back and waited for my luck 
to roll in. For the ne)(t three daya, l dreamed 
of the things I could do, 81 soon aa my luck 
arrived in the malls. I could get the other 
five cylinders In my Chevey wortdng agalnl 
I could send an "up your transistor with a 
three ohm reslstorl" letter to the 
Massachusetts State Scholarahlp 
Program's computer! I could even uee the 
sixty or seventy thousand I' d be getting to 
pay for next term's bookll Yea, ' twaa with 
great anticipation that, with trembling 
hand, I dialed the magic numbera on my 
mailbox on the fourth day. 
Indeed, a fat, white, legeJ.type envefope 
was there, waltlng for me to pluck it outl I 
ripped off the top and took out - yea, yea, 
a Iotter, and - what was that other 
A check! 
"Dear Tom," the letter began, 
Indeed, your lucky dayl We have 
you, on the basis of your sincerity, to 
a major feature story on the WPI 
service. Enclosed is a check for $27 
money should be used to pay for 
week of meals in the Dining Hall. 
luck 1n the world! R.J.O." 
Some luckl All that work, all that 
and for what7 A week of tuna 
Oh well, it could have bean 
might have told me to eat there 
weeks. 
I can just picture the clown who 
the original letter, sitting back, 
story, and laughing his head off. 
your lauAh. buddy, 'cause I've 
sneaking little suspicion that your 
gonna change ... 
THIS IS A CHAIN 
Yes, dear friend, 
newsJ)41parl 
We've sent you this paper for 
The original copy came 
Massachusetts • Many of the 
jukes used within these pages 
used around the world nine times 
Now, our tuck has been passed on 
Wnhin four days of reading this 
you will receive your good luck in 
most probably in an official WPI 
Office envelope. 
Send, v1a carrier pigeon, 200 
this paper to people who need 
laugh. Don't keep this paper 
ninety-abc houra. Due to a slight 
our budget, the ink will fade off 
after this time. 
Daniel the Spaniel has already 
life time supply of Purina Cat 
Funk received a full keg of beer, 
when he naively left it 
Daniels Fourth, after he had 
chain. While In Washington, 
failed to circulate this paper. 
returned to WPI, he had been 
Advisor to Newspuk 
The creed of this paper, "TruSt 
thy sourcea, and then maketh up 
came from an old GOP platform. 
written by a former government 
from San Clemente, California. 
letter must make a tour of the 
must mail 200 copiea to Holy 
Becker edd~. After a few 
will get a visit from a postal lflSipec:tar., 
is true, even if you do not believe 
Plan. 
Taka tl~ ~o note the following. 
Hazzard received. this paper in 
asked hia secretary to make 
send them. A few days later, 
President of WPI. He later disco,,.. 
his secretary had failed to tend 
sufficient number of coplea. 
O'Connor, an unknown journalist, 
this paper. He forgot about it, and 
privilegel to the N#IW$pfNik 
waahroom. He FOUND the paper 
it to 200 people. A few days later, 
a spot on the lecture circuit, 
" How not to publilh a college 
Tom Daniela received this 
threw it away. Nine days 
STILL WRITING FOR NE1NS~¥AI 
Classifieds: 
RIDES OFFERED daily north 81 far aa 
Concord, NH. For information and to make 
arrangements drop a note to bo)( 136. 
FOR SALE: Wilson T2000 Tennis 
Brand new Tournament Nylon and 
grip. E)(cellent condition - Contect 
BolC 675. 
GO-GO 
-
GO 
White's Move 
Send solutions toW. Eggimann ( E E) 
Solution to Problem Nr. 7: 819,818, Elf, C18, 815 
GO Meeting: Friday 11:30 in Physics Library 
, 
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Wheeler sets scoring mark 
Hoopsters end season on winning note 
bys.ft 
Snep, creckle and popl No thin's not the 
.,und of your bre~kfllt cerul It's just the 
Ye'PI bllketball teem who flnilhed the 
-17 .-on on 1 .-. SMp went the 
old lingle game pt to._. NCOrd • the toc.1 
lltllil-' deatroyed MIT 18M Thuray, 
1...,_ CrKkle wa the eound • WPI'a 
.. .., changed to~. TMy 
tiniPIY won fine of their '-t .-wen .....,.. 
five straight at 00me. And pop 
Mt • Rick Wheeler rounded out 
It WPt tneklng thl aJI.tlme 
ICOring recoril at tiW ~
Rick lm8llld 1318 pea. in ~ 2 ~ 
rA eligl)llty since triMfefring from 
.,. of the~ Sit. lglilwt 
rM1 Ctn we. 1 fitting end to 
-rldlft p&ay dilplayM by WPI dawn 
llame~tnltch t.,_ ...,.,_ A ... 
rA about 1600 watched • John 
ftnllly iced the game wfttJ I frM 
411C0nde remeining to~ 
1IUnph. The gMn8 we. I bit lloppv 
-•·not hh1lng the merit .net WPI 
ID Ulp Clerk eft the bolrdl. The 
Wlntlble top a....., a.d at 
--· thenb prinwrily to the inllde 
hilda up plly of Bit Bonde. It 
-~ldWPI would Mit thle flnel win 
they came out In the IICOnd hllf 
their teed but lOme ice cold 
a llltequlmWfor the Nit 
Some big Koopa 1ft the ..,q 
included I Mark ~ wheel 
and deal for 1 rewne llyup and a ~ 
Kevin Doherty behind the bKk .-a' to 
Wheeler on a t.t br..ac for 1 buc:Ut. 
Defenaivefy ~Pt did a number on Clwk's 
excellent lhoodng t.-n holding them to 
only 41 per cent from the floor. Rick 
Wheeler had 17 followed by a• Bondi' a 14 
lllong with. game high 10 c:.rome~. Bob 
Steck. the cloctor of ''D", dllpll,_. ~ 
specialty but thl.-lor fonvai'd ~ t.-
Photo by Rory O'Connor 
fine carwr It WPI with I 12 pt. effort of. 
fensivety. 
ThuNday 119-80 patlng of MIT wa odv 
the eec:ond such pasting WPI t. dilhed 
out thil year but a well elmed one. MIT 
held some lrnp...aM wtna coming Into 
Harrington Auditorium but the locll 
Engineere showed their Cambridge 
count..,.,_ no ,..ct. Five --- hit 
double '91• end thoM who cldn't made 
their pNMnCe known in other ways. Brian 
Findlay, the 6 foot 3 inch headl up fnllh-
rnen guild, Mttld 6 pointa and enered 4 
boundl while playing 1hat fine CMr8ll game 
we can look forward to seaing for yeers to 
coma. George Fredette hid 8 showing hia 
emooth touch In lddhion to the well known 
laepjng lbltlty. Jim Kelleher once again 
puled In 1 bu.twl fuU of ~ typing 
Juhn 8rocter.l for the geme high with 12 
big caroma. Jim il small by forwards 
stendlrdl but continually out dulll his 
teller namili• Unaelfilh Kevin Doherty 
had 8 pta. and a ~hum 11 ~game. 
.V.'s finish strong 
bys.lce 
Anderton's JV a.katbal lqUid 
up Its 11ea10n on • wlniWtg note by 
home victoriaa egelnlt Clark end 
lltunl.v agekwt Clllk c~ 
end Rick Kaufmln got the_.. 
they've been striving for out 
this year. Seven paey.s hit 
figures • a.tl fall to the young 
94-83. Thed Okolo had .... 
pta. and 12 reboundl. Thunday 
took on their counter.-.. 
lnd emerged with • 75e win. 
4 players collected double flguree. 
men in thillffllir - Bred Curtie. 
megniflcantly Curtll had 211 pta. 
team In ...._ with 5. n-
!WIIc»>M found hla au~ Nn parllel 
wrsity • t"- ,..., hid prablams 
finished on the bright aida. The 
full of tranefera and ott-
took awhile to jel together, but 
~ in theM victoria John 
Is -.rttilllly the only cant• un the 
squad - ha va.tly improved his in-
dlvidull talenta since coming out for the t..,., four months ago. Deeplte the record 
Anderson wae pleated with thl way the 
t-.n came along. His excitement could be 
noted by anyone who va"'turad Into the 
Pub S.turday. Way to do It Bobll 
WPivaMIT 
MIT - JV: Fr.- 8 2·7 20, Stephenl 2 1·2 &, 
Holmen 1 •z 12. Glllmpor\OM 3 H 14, Anderton o 
0.0 0, Reed 1 ._.I. ROII4 N L Total 21 tt-31 II. 
WPt - JV: Tllul 2 3-4 7, MciP'*-' 2 0.0 4, 
O'ConnorO 1·2 1, Curtla 11 W27, Tybuflld 12· 2 12, 
Ollolo I 0.0 10, Penora 1 2·2 4, Berry I 0.0 10, 
laelplo 0 0.0 0, ,..... 0 0.0 o. M8rlelno 0 0.0 o. 
ReohW 0 o.G 0. Tcn.l 31 1S.11 71. 
WPI va CLARIC 
Clerk JV: Joyce I 7-12 Zl, Meratl & 1·1 11 , 
Henderaon 10 12·11 32. c,_ o o.o o. McEJeney 1 
0.0 2. CoMn I H 11. To181 2121-3113. 
Wftl JY: Thul I 0.0 10, McPhenon 3 1·3 7. 
O'Connor 1•2 10, Curtla li 3-4 13, Tybu..-1 7 H 11. 
Ollolo 7 w 11. , ..... 2 10, 1erry 3 .... 10, Pletll 
0 0.0 0, MeneertO 0 0.0 0, Rtchter 0 0.0 0 . Totlll 40 
14-21, IM. 
YOU LIKE to lean how to make home-made: 
Maple Syru1J? Wine? Beer? 
A demonstration of the above wUI be given by Dean ReutllDger on 
:IU'Iday, :vJarc:h 3 at.4 : 15 p .m. In the Wedge I Morgan Hall>. fo~veryone is 
ked. 
Sponsored by: Alph~ Phi Omel(a 
Kevin dished oUt 11 of hie glfta age1net 
Claltl also end hie partonned his b.a IMgic 
10 oftan that .,. eurpriled If hi parfom• 
lika' mort11 man. S.-king of perr.ct1on 
hlllhmen Merk Neaor Wll jwt thet pic-
ture. Milk_, far 7 tram the floor, hit ,. 
only fbullhot. ..... 7 ClfOml, hed rwy. 
tout. ... adMied .._, & MIT lhola. Not 1 
bed night'• ..,rom..~ce~ Ftllltman Bonde 
end ·~ both lhol wtll from the 
floor, e tar t n 4 tor e •18p1Cti'lllly, 
proving the¥ wiiJwve to be ........ whh 
in the future. Thla record ...... performetiCI 
would not be complete wtlh out the ..., 
~ and it w.n' t. Bob ... 
found the range for 12 pta. 8nd Rick 
Wheeler had a meeger 38. WPI hllplll....., 
with a torrid 88 par cent ~hooting .,.... 
centage • Mll•11percant from the Ina. 
The flnll ..cord of7-14 .......... 
the fact that the Englnen .,.... inlpiNd 
balketbell • the .-,., wore down. With 
• 2·12 rac:oni it would be an .-, thing to 
fold up end lt8rt with the~ far. bed 
~ But wllh ......... flnllh there 
II no1Nng but hope far nat yaer. 
W.PJ. VL M.LT 
lilT: CDU- .... 7, .... 17, v-e-. 3, 3-4, 
1: ...._ 1, w. n.lllltunll a. ..... ,......._ t, 
M.J: ...... ,......... M;.I:"- 1, 1).41, 
2: 110111, N,J. T ..... Mo~r,a. 
WPI: Doe.ty 4. .... 1: ...... 11. 10-11, II,; 
ltllllll, .. 7, 12; _, J. 1·1, Ill Killller I. 3-4. 1: 
'"*"-' .. ...,111 .....,a.N.a ... e. o.e. 
12; Fredine I. 24. I. TM* .. --.na. 
W.P.L-. Clllll 
a.tc .......... " 1-2.11: ..... 1-2. 13; 
lu e Lillk4, 1-f.l: eo.ldlv 1. 1-7, 11; ........ 4, 
.... 11s O'c..uir a. o.a. 4: ThiiiiNl ' · .,. 2; ~ 0, 0.0, 0: ~ .. , M, I. TOIIII3t. 1S. 
22,11.. 
WPI:D1111My4.f.Q.t. ..... t.l-7, 17 .... 
.. ~ 12: .._ a. 1-2, 7: ~ 3, 0.0, 1: 
.....,._ 4, 2-3.1 ... ~ 1, N, Z; Bonlll 7, 0.0, 
14. Totllt a 10-tl, 71. 
Brodenon sc01es two veraus CMrlc. 
Photo by Ann-M•rie Robinson 
Center for BducGttDnal Raearch and .Dewlopment 
To: WPI Faculty, StiNieftts, and MMinlltratlen 
Y• a~ canllally ......... .. 
loin .. ..... 
PROFESSOR MYROI lRI .. S 
DII'KW' of tile c:.tW for Advanced 
Engl,.....lng ........ atMIT 
visits• 
TblndiJ, ll1rcll 10, 1977 
Frem1tl.tlt12:01 .. will .... 1 vlll11tapeaiMMd CONTINUING 
EDUtATfON .... participate In 1 clll ... ue willa tlllle wiiO come 
In KI•ICIItt Hall Of tile Sllllbury Lalaoratwlel. 
Dwlllltlle atternoon .. will lll11rve tile WPI ..._n In action. 
... will ,. ............... talk 
"·ICS, -INGS,and-TIONS, 
Couna, MQP's, allll IQP's" 
- •t4:05p.m. -
in the SemlurRoom of 
The Gordon Ubr•rv 
Professor Tribus is a well-known spuker and figure in the 
Engineering World as well as friend to WPI . 
. - PLEASE JOIN 'US-
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Wrestlers end season with 5 straight wins 
1 ony M11uu11o crushes yet 11nother opponent. 
The WPI Wrestling teem condnu• Its 
winning wwv-. On Sat., February 12th the 
engineeta ct.f•ted both Hartford and 
W811eyan in a tri-meet. The week before 
the grapplers beat MIT and U. CONN. at 
MIT. All four of theM teama proved to be 
tough competition and it took everyone's 
best effort~ fo come up with victoriee. 
Wrestling at 1181b&. Ia Little Dave (Wily) 
Wilson. Willy came through for the · 
engineers, logging in with four big wins in 
these metcn., two of thele by fall. Tony 
(the cn.her) M818UIIo elao produced quite 
well with four wins. Few opponents have 
managed to walk wway from a match 
unharmed and under their own power 
.... 
against the crusher. At 134 lbl., after 
returning from a short layoff, co-captain 
Mike B•udoin turned in two victon. to 
remain unct.feated. After mopping up the 
mat larr/ Ahealt (142 lb&.) stepped in with 
three big wins. Larry likes to make things 
int-.tlng by edging out his opponents 
usually by a point or two. Duane Delfoae 
1150 lba.) came with two victoria Northing 
bizarre occured during hil boUts. John 
(purple shorts) Conteetible ~to be a 
tough competitor by compiling four big 
wine in theM matchea. Wreattlng at 167 lbl. 
Ia John Cozzana another tough competitor. 
As usual Tommy Pajona. men-handled his 
opponents with his usual aerial tactics. He 
wu later heard to aay it would have ex· 
flips opponent in recent meet. 
Photo by Joe Kilsr 
Photo by D11n Buckley 
pedlted matters to have him wreltle all four 
at once. At 190 lbs. Gerry (bitch) Bat-
cheldef ran into 10me very stiff competition 
and was later heard to mumble eomethlng 
incoherent. Now what you've all been 
waiting for. Yes, Craig (Shrooml Arcari did 
w in all his matches, two by pin. In his 
match against MIT Shroom was sucking 
some heavy pond water. His opponent 
from U. Conn fell victim to the Arcari hNd 
crunch. So did the two ahimpa he faced 
from Hartford and Wesleyan. Enough on 
Shroom. 
The Engineers were 13-2 at thit point. An 
article deacribing the match against 
Western NE, the engineers last regular 
season ma tch should appear also W. 
sports section. 
Twu Friday's ago the WPI vul't1.., .. ,..,. 
ended its regular season with a 40-7 
uver Western NE. 
Wrestling at 118 lbs. for the 
was Dave Wilson. After driving 
ponenta face into the mat for the 
of the first, second, and third 
sent on to win a 1G-O decision 
opponent. Tonv (the crusher) 
came on the mat at 1261ba. to 
rather dark opponent. who waa 
«hool wr.tling champion and ia 
undefeated thla aeaon. 
ponent proved to ~ a very 
petitor and edged out the 
of a match by the acore of 
the crusher geta back to his wtrml,lll 
for the New England Tournament 
up and crushes a few 0011~_..t'IL 
Beaudoin ran out of gee and 1oet a 
at the 134 lb. c'-. Larry Rheault 
at the 142 lb. cJeu controlled hla 
throughout the match and won 
decilion. In the 150 lb&. a.. 
Delfoae came out at•mlng and 
opponent early In the eecond 
(purple lhortal Conteetlble carne to 
on Friday nlte. Knowing there 
practice till Monday he went all 
pinning hia opponent In the MCond 
John currently hea a13-3 record 
do well in the New England 
corning up. John Cozzens stepped 
mat at the 187 lb. claa'. Cuz. the 
faM know him bv. and his 
battled It out the whole match 
down to the wire - When the 
off it appeared the match waa tied 
point each. Cuz waa worried 
knowing he had 1 point riding 
gave him a 2-1 deciaion. ~o-CID'~ 
Pajonaa at the 1 n lb. claa and 
Batchelder at the 190 lb. a.. 
received forfeits. For those of vou 
dering the acora at this point waa 
favor of the engineers.; At heavy 
came Craig Arcarl better 
Shroom. Hia opponent ,_,...bled 
black whale. And yes the whale got 
That wrapa up Weatern NE. thla 
the regular season. 
eep it warm 
by Bsl<e 
ThiS haS been a cold wmter to be sure. 
here are some pointers on how to 
11*195 heated up for yourself. The f1rst 
you have to do is to go to the gym. 
jul1 try to do one of these things. A 
Co'Utlon is that getting someone else 
the collar may prove a bit too hot 
At any rateth•ngs are sure to get 
up d you: 
Ask Jan. the equipment man, for an 
. k • jOC • • .. _ h' . Dean, the ,,..ner, t..t IS new 1ce 
hal to be returned. 
Sue Chapmen, the women' s 
IMiinlttlf, of titte IX tAl which re~c::inda 
IX for Engineering Schoola. 
Show Athletic Director Bob Pritchard 
- G1ve wrestling coach Phil Grebmar 
some grief about why h1s team Is only 14·2 
thiS year. 
- Put a " No Smoking" sign in football 
coach Mel Masucco' s office. 
- Give Coach Alan King an itemized hat 
uf the imperfections of the winter In-
tramural programs. 
- Lend basttetbell cOKh Ken Kaufmln 
the book " How to Win Frienda and In-
fluence Peoole". 
- Bash in. coach Chertie McNulty't door 
to try to get a bMketbell to u-. 
- Tell swimming coec::h Stew Dlguette 
that you've been putting Iron drape In the 
pool as a prec::tlcal joke. 
ptana to c:onven the athletic fleldl - Ask Sparta lnformetlon Dlrec::tor 
more E·f type aperl~Mnts. Stew Rec:vneld why there are never any 
Complain to Muriel, the eect. in stetlltic::8 available for the ver.lty eporta. 
Gym, about .omething she hea no Any finally, 
wer. 1- Attend the next SAB meeting with 
AI/I. trtek c::oec::h Merl Norcr~ if you vow idee on Mopping -'d to club IPOf1l In 
out tor tpr1ng trKk . . • • • 200 order to purct.e 3 more computer ..,. 
...... skat•. mlnala. 
im seaSon ends 
by Foq 
Mlm ,.,.,. ended its dual meet 
wiCh a romp under Tufts lollng 88 to 
NCOrd il now 1-e or .600 for you 
cllopouta. If lt't one thing people 
lbout a .&00 ..., It il that you 
win and you didn't 1oM. You were 
It's like a Gemm party. 
lilt four meets the teem defeated 
Stitt and Bra~ while losing to 
lnd T ufta. Trinity w• c:loee like you 
Frethman long diMance dut 
swam an 1 1:43 for the 1000 
1o11 by half a ltingth. 
Feb. 12th, the teem swam 
away at 1:00. Now Keene is in 
Hlmpehlre about 1 ~ hours away. 
the teem got up there it waa 
that Keene no longer had a 
111m per se. The teem swam them 
even though manager Tina Tunle 
Mary Jane Hall swam a 2:21 for 
blc:U1roke breaking her old r'ec::ord 
-=onda. 
The 1e1t home meet waa egelrwt 
Brandeis. Several school rec::onil were 
broken during the ralley. Jay Bellingham 
broke the 180 IM record with I 1:42.0. Bob 
Brown added to hie list of ac::hool rac::orda by 
taking the 200 fly In 2:08.4. Hia other 
ac:hlevementa Include a 2;12.7 200 IM and 
4:41 400 IM. 
Many pereonal bests w.e logged during 
the last 4 meets that although not reletivety 
greet are signific::ant. One of the more 
noticeable logs it Ray Dunn' a 2:23 200 
breaststroke, his favorite. 
Seriously every member on the team 
deserves congrada for sticking out the 
entire season eapec::ially the rookies and old 
guard who realized that the 1frn olymplc::s 
were over last summer. 
This weekend seVeral members of the 
team will venture to Springfield for the New 
Englanda. They ptan to do well after 
hearing about the wrestling teem since 
entropy must be conserved some way. 
seba/1 practice 
bySAFA 
M Wllity t.ebe1 pteyers .. imm.d to 
J111Ctice this week. T .-npontrily the 
wll be held betw.n 11 :11 end 
Prac::tlc:e will ~ melnly of 
up by throwing and _._ 
-.tty pleyera are expected to Mart 
out ., but not with the veralty 
II II v.y unorgenlad It U. time 
1111 1 aood !dell for the -.n to atert 
WCUW 11.3 FM 
getting reedy becauee WPI hee the talent to 
be a reel wmner. All vou have to do 11 look 
at the roet• and ... euc::h nemee • Paul 
'Homerun' Avakian, Dave 'F..U.II' Bu.c::h, 
Pet• 'Give us 1 flex' Rowden, Den 'You 
talking to me' Durbech, and Tony 'purple 
cleeta' ~nendea, end you know U. teem 
ia a winner. This pqctlce will only be 
wurthwhile If in..,.. it lhown in them eo 
tMrybody try end make It 
LOBE LIGHTS 
...., 1-21 - 10:• a.m. 
1'111 WOMAN'S VOICE: "C.Irontllll a.pe'' 
Caunsenors from the Worcester Rape Crisis 
Centw talk about how they ere dealing with rape In the 
,._!arcester community. 
~---.. 3-3 - li:M a.M. 
lAPs AND RHETORIC: "Brlllllnl 1M War Home" 
Socialist activists dlacuu their disillusionment with pacifism 
lftd "elitist" leftist movements and their conversion to a 
philosophy of revolutlonery violence. 
Frt., S-4 - 1:00 p.m. 
Dols IT MATTER IN OKLAHOMA?: "Coftverutlolll with 
Ollatr tllen Man" 
Will dolphins be our next spies? How doH a dolphin read to a 
stiff dose of LSD? John Lilly discusses his experiments. with 
dolphin Intelligence and communication. 
lit., l-S - 7:30 p.m. 
SATURDAY NIGHT CONCERT: " Jeff 8eck11 
These performances are culled from British radio broadusts 
recorded between 1968-1971, a transitional period for this ever-
changing artist. 
Editor's Corner 
Keep 0 utI I I I Shuuld be ......... Nuw lha< •••• 
by "SAFA" 
I don't know how rnany people have 
noticed all the new faces that conatantly 
appear at our gym to use our fac:illties; but 
at a ac::hool euc::h • ours where fac::aa 
become reedlly famlller, the pr.ence of 
uutlidera stands out like a tore thumb. 
Friday for instance; my roommate end ex 
WPI greet Louil "Slap Shot" Pelletier w. 
taking a uuna. Four kids were In the aeunt 
when he got In; II from WorceMer State. 
Saturday, there were 8 or 9 kids in Alumni 
fr"'" both Holy Cro. end varioue high 
ac:hooll. I don't know how anybody .... 
feela but if I'm paying 8 t~ dollln a 
year here and don't get to ~ our own 
fac:itities well, that's riclc::ulouL I don't know 
where the blame Ilea but eomethlng should 
be done. Satur~My there w.llmolt I fight 
started when the outaidera decided they 
had waited long enough Met thet they 
should play. Fortunately c::ooler t....a suCh 
ea AI Berry prevailed. Trouble of thil sort 
belidea the threet of vendelitm and the 
uwrell inconwnlenc::e .. problema thet 
problem is cleared up there are a few points 
10 be mentioned. 
Fust of all concerning the anlcte three 
w8eQ ago entitled " KAP ACES IN IN· 
TRAMURALS." Well tha waa a mistake. 
The articte was tuppoellil to go KAPS 
national coblpt•. Young Dew Buac::h 
wanted mention to be made of that fact 
since hew. the authef. AI lelt week Dave 
w. acQieed of writing .. he belonged to 
a dlff..,t fraternity, and we a1 know who 
that 11. No nemee or c:okn of ftaga need to 
be mentioned. 
All intrwnurel ,..,.. . could get 1 '->n 
in ,...,....18 by Witching Chrit Baker. 
BaMball c::endldatea get reedy. 
Organization of some kind will be made 
~*ore the week II out Captain Paul 
J~ il right on top of thlnga. 
Conor-tuletionlere tn.onler tewn though 
they .. belet8d) tor ,._ Gibbons for 
being Rcdde of the v-t In Cenedl for 
Formule Ford car rtcing. No 
c:ongmulltiona .. ilwon* tor Den 
Durbeck. 
ALL MEMBERS OF CLASS OF 1979 are Invited Ia 
attend a ctass meeting Thursday, March 10 at 4:00 ~· 
In Klnnicutt Hall - Salisbury. 
/ 
I 
cure cancer 
without your help, 
but dotit bet 
your life_on it. 
The way it stands today, one American out of four will . 
someday have cancer. That means it will strike some member m 
two out of three American families. 
To change those statistics we have to bring the promise of 
research to everyday reality. And to expand our detection program 
and techniques. And that takes money. Lots of money. Money we 
won't have-unless you help us. 
The American Cancer Society will never give up the fight. 
Maybe we'll find the answers even without your help. But don't 
bet your life on it . 
1 Am~ri~~u~;;S~ci~tvt. 
What's Happening? 
Tuesday, March 1st 
Academic Planning O.y 
Thursday, March 3rcl 
Wrest.ling (A) NCAA Division Ill Champjonships M Bingumton Sfate U. (Through 
Saturday) 
Maple Synap, wine, and beer mlking dlmonst~etlon with Dean Reutlinger, in the 
Wedge, •:15 p.m. 
Friday, March Cth 
Social Committee Blanket Concert -"Livingston Taylor" Alden Hall, 8:00p.m. 
Ski Championships, Sandy River, Me. (Through Monday) 
Saturday, March 5th 
Dance Band -"Duke Jupiter' in the Pub, t:OO p.m. 
Coffeehouse -"The Lewis London Trio" in the Wedge, 9:00p.m. 
l 
Sunday, March 6th 
Lens & Ligh~ Movie -"Bananas"ln Alden Hall, 7:00 and 9:00p.m. Admission $1.00 
Monday, March 7th 
Spedrum Fine Arts- "Steve Merriman, Jazz Pianist" In the Higgins House, 1:00 
p.m. 
Colonial Band of Boston - 11th, 19th, 2oth Century selections, Kinnicutt Hall, 1:00 
p.m. 
WPI-TV "The Wild River Journey" Showings at 10:00 a.m., 1:00, 3:30, and 7:00p.m. 
(Through Friday) 
Tuesday, March lth 
Cinematic Film Series- "The Great Ziegfield", Kinnicutt Hall, 7:30p.m. 
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